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In this issue and...
Philosopher Richard Rorty, who died
last Friday, famously said: ‘[Solidarity]
is created by increasing our sensitivity
to the particular details of the pain and
humiliation of other, unfamiliar sorts of
people. Such increased sensitivity
makes it more difficult to marginalise
people different from ourselves by
thinking, “They do not feel as WE
would,” or “There must always be suffering, so why not let THEM suffer?”’
Some seek solidarity by making films in
war zones. Others take photographs of
people making goofy faces in war
zones. Meanwhile, the military complex reveals its two sides. First, there’s
cuddly teddy bear-faced Battlefield
Extraction Assist Robot (BEAR) to rescue wounded troops. Second, the
Pentagon confirmed this week it seriously thought about developing a ‘gay
bomb’ that would shower hormones on
troops and make them—quote—’irresistibly attractive to one another’. And
to think the Chinese regard ‘may you
live in interesting times’ as a curse. So
make love not war! And as Rorty also
said: ‘Always strive to excel, but only
on weekends!’
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Tarzan
among
hippies
RIP: Gert-Jan Dröge
AKA Mister
Glamourland.
By Marinus de Ruiter
Gert-Jan Dröge, who died of cancer last
week at the age of 64, will always be
remembered as Mister Glamourland,
scouring parties populated by Dutch high
society and reporting from them in his
unique tongue-in-cheek style on national
television. For most people, it’s hard to
imagine that the stiff-upper-lipped, reserved
gentleman started his versatile career in
Amsterdam’s underground scene in the
1970s, organising wild and colourful parties
at Paradiso.
Dutch diva Willeke van Ammelrooy
remembers Dröge as very open and optimistic. ‘I met him for the last time just two
weeks before he died,’ says the actress. ‘I
suspected that he could be ill, but then
again, he always appeared somewhat
strained and fatigued. That was a part of
him, even though he had these happy
eyes. That was also the case in his television show.’
In Glamourland, which aired with
great success in the 1990s, the always
impeccably dressed Dröge infiltrated the
Dutch jet set’s parties. His shows had a
satirical edge through his subtle but
provocative interviewing style and suggestive commentary. Many of the well-to-do
weren’t that glad about Dröge revealing
their less attractive traits.
‘He showed the other side of glamour

life, but he was never foul or nasty,’ says
Van Ammelrooy, who occasionally encountered Dröge at parties featured in the
programme. ‘He was very mild towards me.
He could have ridiculed me; however, he
never actually did that with people. He put
situations in perspective and he always
showed respect—for everybody. That was
the great strength of his show.’
Van Ammelrooy first met Dröge in the
early 1970s at Paradiso, where he programmed music, theatre and events. ‘My
first husband [Leendert Janzee] was a visual artist and Paradiso was the place where
artists hooked up,’ says the actress. ‘We
were regular visitors. Everything was possible there. I remember a church service at
Christmas where we were all lying on the
ground stoned. That was great.’
That service, including mobile Jesus
statues and a light show for the choir, is a
good example of the playful events Dröge
organised when he worked at Paradiso
from 1970 until 1973. The former church,
which became a youth centre in 1968, needed a frivolous counterweight to the grimy
atmosphere caused by the drug dealers and
disaffected drop-outs hanging around in the
building.
Dröge introduced weekly nights with
cheerful dance music and campy shows
featuring yodelling singer Olga Lowina or
female crooner Zangeres Zonder Naam.
Inspired by Andy Warhol, he incited all
kinds of unusual performances. A theatre
group was invited to confuse the crowd
with spontaneous actions like a staring
contest. There was an April Fool’s Day party
with
German
music,
called
‘Kikker-in-deine-bil’, which ended with lots
of people dancing nude on stage [pictured],
and the ‘Miss & Mister Decadentie Verkiezing’, a decadence contest.
Despite his staunchly middle-class
upbringing as a dentist’s son from the better
part of Enschede, Dröge had no problem
blending in the Amsterdam underground.
His experience as assistant director in the-

Just a kikker-in-deine-bil at the Paradiso.

atre helped him with that. Walking around
in a coat with blue feathers and purple
overalls with stars, he wasn’t all that different from the rest of the crowd.
‘He was flamboyant, but never too
much,’ says Jaap van Beusekom, director
of the Nationaal Pop Instituut. In those
days, Van Beusekom was in CCC Inc, an
Amsterdam band that played Paradiso
many times. Later, he became the treasurer
for the venue. ‘For a long time, the office
had a mural painting which portrayed
Dröge as Tarzan,’ he remembers. Many foreign musicians could not pronounce
Gert-Jan, so for convenience Dröge let
them call him Tarzan.
Dröge arranged gigs for around 500
bands in Paradiso, including people like Dr
John, Ike Turner, Slade and the MC5, even
though he had little knowledge of music. In
the early years of Paradiso the audience
was considered more important than the
band, and there was practically no music
journalism, so little documentation is left
about exactly which bands played there.
Saxophone player Hans Dulfer, who
set up Paradiso’s weekly jazz nights, fondly remembers sessions where celebrated
rock musicians like Frank Zappa suddenly
stepped on stage. One of his highlights
was getting infamous pianist Sun Ra and
his 40-piece orchestra to play in 1970. ‘The
whole circus was there, with percussionists and fire-eaters,’ he recalls. ‘The
musicians were spread throughout the
hall. Gert-Jan loved it.
‘He had a good understanding of what
had to be done and he supported me with
the music very well,’ says Dulfer. The saxophonist regularly visited Chez Nelly, the bar
Dröge ran after he left Paradiso. ‘We kept in
touch throughout the years and when I met
him we’d go for a drink and reminisce
about the old days,’ he says. ‘Gert-Jan was
always good at stirring things up.’

Toilet
ducks on
display
A museum of
collectors’
collections.
By Floris Dogterom
Dozens of walking sticks hanging from a
rod. A series of scans of earthworms. Thirty wooden common cranes standing in
line. Fossils in a showcase. A number of
wooden penguins accompanied by toilet
ducks with wings attached.
If you ignore the sign on the window
you’d say you were in a shop. A rather
unusual shop, granted, but still a shop.
‘People in this neighbourhood are hardly
familiar with the concept of a museum,’
says Peter van der Heijden, sitting in the
temporary Natuurlijk Museum in Witte de
Withstraat in De Baarsjes. ‘Men dressed in
djellabas come in, wanting to buy a walking stick. If I tell them this is a museum,
they leave.’
Van der Heijden, whose Stichting Epifyt organises the museum as part of De
Baarsjes’ Juni Kunstmaand, is one of four
artist-collectors whose collections and
own works of art are on display. The Natuurlijk Museum honours the tradition of
cabinets of curiosities, or ‘wonder-rooms’.
Wonder-rooms were especially popular in
17th-century Holland, and showed specimens of what we would now categorise as
belonging to natural history, geology,
ethnography, archaeology, religious or historical relics, works of art and antiquities.
Some of these grew out to be museums, of
which the magnificent Teylers Museum in
Haarlem is a prime example.
Van der Heijden says he deliberately
chose this neighbourhood for his project.
‘When I’m abroad, I like to discover these
little museums in out-of-the-way places
that are not mentioned in Lonely Planet.
And, after all, [although] the people in this
neighbourhood may not have a relationship with art, everybody does collect stuff
at one point or another. Boys tend to collect stones and fossils when they’re young,
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while girls have collections of cuddly toys
or pictures of horses.’
Teylers Museum is Van der Heijden’s
favourite by far. ‘It’s absolutely wonderful
the way the collection of coins, fossils and
Rembrandt etchings are presented there.
I’m dead against the digital fuss and bother
you see in museums these days. Everything
is presented in the most spectacular way,
out of fear of losing the public’s attention.
This summer, the Hortus Botanicus has an
exhibition of carnivorous plants. Carnivorous, you see, because ordinary plants
aren’t good enough!’
The four participants have brought in
totally different collections. Ronald
Albrecht, who inspired Van der Heijden,
runs a literary wonder-room in Berlin, the
Museum der Unerhörten Dinge—museum
of unheard-of affairs. Albrecht takes little
objects, like an edelweiss, and mythologises them by making up stories around them.
Van der Heijden says: ‘His stories appear to
be true, but I don’t believe them. It doesn’t
matter, just like it doesn’t matter if religious relics are for real, like the splinters of
Jesus’ cross or the bones of some saint.’
In the meantime, Marc Volger and Erik
Fens have joined the conversation. The
installation of walking sticks with little
souvenir shields on them is Volger’s. He
insists the installation is not an ironic statement. ‘The sticks are a nice metaphor for
walking, being in the open air and remembering. They deal with the relation
between people and nature. The funny
thing is that it’s really hard to find these
things. The owners hold on to them.’ As it
turns out, Fens also collects sticks with
shields: ‘Every stick is a collection of
walks, and I collect collections, predominantly albums.’ Albums? ‘Yes, albums of
sugar bags, albums of clippings about royalty, albums of mementoes. I also collect
material about collectors. I am mainly
interested in the relationship between people and culture, as opposed to my three
colleagues, who have an interest in nature.
Furthermore, in collections, objects relate
to each other. Determining the nature of
that relationship is up to the spectator,
insofar as I haven’t done that for him.’ Fens
illustrates his point by pointing at a treeshaped installation in the corner of the
room. The upper part consists of bottles in
the shape of a tree-trunk, straight from a
tacky souvenir shop. Fens admits the bottles are rather kitsch, ‘but beautiful at the
same time. Because there are so many of
them.’
The three men state that something
can be called a collection once you get
three objects. Fens says: ‘I have got three
photographs of US presidents preventing
the pope’s skull-cap from being blown off
by the wind.’ This remark is greeted by
sounds of approval. He continues: ‘I’ve also
got a collection of photographs of ladies
with shopping bags passing by Dutch army
military exercises.’
Natuurlijk Museum, Witte de Withstraat
139, Wed, Sat-Sun, 12.00-17.00, until 30
June, www.natuurlijkmuseum.nl

SIMON WALD-LASOWSKI

From the collection of Peter van der Heijden:
quick, duck!

Not so
nieuw
now
Anita
Two years of
cultural cosiness.
By Laura Groeneveld
It has been two years since De Nieuwe
Anita first opened its front part, the Foyer,
to the general public. Since that time, the
offbeat cultural centre on Frederik Hendrikstraat has managed to find its way to
the hearts of many Amsterdammers. But
then, what else could be expected from a
venue that combines the warmth of a living room with some of the quirkiest theme
nights—and the best music—in town?
(And that’s without even mentioning the
cheap beer...)
Time flies when you’re having fun, and
Nieuwe Anita owners Olga van den Berg
and Jeroen Blankert have definitely been
having that over the past couple of years.
Incomprehensible yet tantalising tidbits
from the past fly through the air: ‘Do you
remember that one time with the bluepainted coconut? Or that time when we
caught Tom Barman from dEUS with his
pants around his ankles?’ Van den Berg
laughs. Blankert definitely remembers.
The couple have just finished preparing for tonight’s Hollandsche Avond, an
evening filled with the best of Dutch
music, washed down with jenever and, of
course, leverworst. Since opening, the

venue has gone from one to four nights a
week. ‘Well, actually we’re open 3.7 times a
week,’ Blankert says. ‘I just calculated it.’
However many it really is, it’s a full-time
job for both of them.
They certainly didn’t expect that to
happen in 2001, when the couple started
throwing parties in the back area of the
building. ‘I was working as a theme-party
organiser for companies at the time,’ Van
den Berg explains. ‘I always ended up with
these bizarre pieces of scenery which I
then used for private parties.’
Eventually, Blankert, Van den Berg
and eleven other people (mainly friends
from theatre group Schuurpapier) decided
to rent the entire building and use it for
parties, plays and other creative outbursts.
Soon, however, it became clear that not
everyone was prepared for the amount of
work or planning that the Anita required,
so Van den Berg and Blankert ended up
managing the venue on their own.
‘We never really had a detailed plan for
what to do with the place,’ Blankert says.
‘But we knew we didn’t want to turn it into
just another café.’ Van den Berg agrees: ‘It
had to have some cultural element. Otherwise it’s just boring.’
But the couple also didn’t want to
organise every evening at the club. As a
result, they decided to rent out the extra
closet spaces—whoever rented a closet
also got to host one night per month. Their
unique rental policy soon paid off and
started the now rather well-known gettogethers like Wasser Umsonnst and
Cinemanita, the weekly film night.
‘We have a sixth sense for people,’
Blankert explains. ‘We can just tell
whether people get or fit in with De
Nieuwe Anita or not. What activity they
want to organise is almost a secondary
concern.’
But that doesn’t mean they’ve never

Looking back through the haze of fond memories with Olga and Jeroen.

made an error of judgement. ‘We once
rented the place to a group of fifteen people who brought their own booze and
began deconstructing the lamps.’ And taking lamps apart is not an activity that’s
appreciated at De Nieuwe Anita. ‘Our bar,
wallpaper and lamps are sacred. You
should definitely leave those items alone!’
says Van den Berg. ‘If you want the place
to look entirely different then you should
just rent a different venue.’
The secret of their success, they
believe, is the welcome they give. ‘We’re
very hospitable people, especially Olga,’
Blankert says. ‘People enjoy the fact that
they don’t go unnoticed here,’ Van den
Berg adds. ‘It’s easy to walk in on your
own, because you’ll be talking to someone
in ten minutes time anyhow.’
For the couple, the best nights at De
Nieuwe Anita are the ones they organise
themselves, like anniversary parties or
New Year’s Eve. ‘Or when it’s really quiet,
like last night,’ Van den Berg says. ‘Then
we finally have time to socialise or dance
ourselves.’ Their perfect Nieuwe Anita
night would be for Beck to perform, or
The Gourds. ‘I’d also love to turn the back
area into a giant ballenbad. But unfortunately, that’s supposed to be really
dangerous,’ she says, disappointed.
As for their second anniversary party,
that’ll definitely be packed. ‘Unless there’s
a tornado warning and football on television,’ Blankert says. Van den Berg looks at
him, surprised. ‘No, even then it’ll be busy,’
he corrects himself.
2 Jaar Foyer with Brazzaville and Black
Cassette, 16 June, 21.00, De Nieuwe
Anita, Frederik Hendrikstraat 111, €5
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FROM GAZA WITH LOVE
March 14
The day of my journey.
In 2002, on my first trip to Israel, I was
escorted from the gate at Schiphol airport
downstairs to an empty basement, where
Israeli security authorities were examining
my opened luggage. I was questioned
about the reason for my trip and all the
camera equipment. Despite letters from
academic institutions and no involvement
with Israel before, I was told that they were
taking my equipment and luggage. I was
given a grey plastic bag, and allowed to
pick out a blouse and a toothbrush. They
took everything else, and told me it would
be delivered in a few days to my hotel in
Jerusalem. Then I was strip-searched.
As a result of this 2002 lesson, to prepare for this journey I shipped my
equipment to Israel, and packed underwear in my hand baggage in case my
luggage was held for inspection.
Thankfully, this time I arrive in Ben
Gurion Airport with all my luggage—and
without a strip-search. The woman in customs looks at my letter from the church
explaining that I am coming to Israel to do
community service—‘English, Arabic,
where is the Hebrew?’ she asks. Then I am
escorted to more authorities in a back
room. A man and a woman ask me all kinds
of questions, including names and phone
numbers of my friends in Israel, my family’s phone number in the US, if I have ever
been involved in the International Solidarity Movement. They then take my luggage
to search it.
After about four hours in the airport, I
get a shared van to Jerusalem. On the way,
another passenger warns some American
tourists to ‘be careful in the Old City—the
Arabs are real stealers.’ I am quiet. That is
the best way, I have learned.

Susan Youssef has been developing her film Habibi
Rasak Kharban since 2005, when she received a
Fulbright Grant to write the script in the Netherlands.
The film is a story of forbidden love, crushed under the
weight of both the occupation of, and traditionalism in,
the Gaza Strip. It merges ancient poetry and the Sufi
parable Majnun Layla with the start of the Second
Intifada in 2000. Below are her diary entries, written
this spring, during her visit to Palestine.
BY SUSAN YOUSSEF

March 15
It is snowing in Jerusalem. My equipment
is a no show. I call FedEx. ‘There’s a problem in customs. We need a photocopy of
your passport,’ they say. I do what I’m told
and hope it turns up soon.
I check in on the status of my application for a permit to cross Eres Checkpoint,
into Gaza—a human rights organisation
based there has applied to the Israeli
authorities for permission for me to come
in under their helm. The only other route
into Gaza is with a press permit, something
that’s difficult to obtain.
Getting into Gaza hasn’t always been so
difficult; on my first trip in 2002, I went with
my film equipment, gave my passport to the
checkpoint personnel, and went through
the metal detectors. In 2005, I had my first
encounter with sending my papers through
a human rights group and getting them to
ask for my permit. (I got permission within
a few weeks.)
This time, I spent about a month and a

half calling organisations every day to get
new sponsorship, since my contacts at the
first human rights organisation felt it was
too dangerous for me to enter, and didn’t
feel able to take responsibility for me. No
one else seemed to want me either—especially since so many were pulling their
personnel out of Gaza. ‘The situation is
unknown,’ I was told. Everyone feared civil
war. I finally did get a backer—but it was
with a stroke of luck. I called an organisation late in the evening and negotiated
quietly with its head, who just happened to
be there after hours and had picked up the
phone.
I’m in Israel now, still without Gaza
clearance. My sponsors tell me that Eres
has ‘lost’ my application twice. ‘A phenomenon that happens to people with
Arabic surnames,’ I’m told. The organisation applies a third time, and I am told it
could take weeks. They are writing to
Israel’s Ministry of the Interior for me, with
a letter of recommendation.

March 18
I am in Ramallah. I have a drink with a
friend and explain my position. He’s pretty
high up in the game—an advisor for the
Negotiations Unit of the Palestinian
Authority. ‘Susan, if I were you, I’d go
ahead and set up in Ramallah,’ he counsels.
‘Getting your permit could take months—if
you get it at all.’ He then told me a few tales
of the cold-blooded shooting of children by
warring factions in Gaza.
March 21
My friend, the film-maker Elle Flanders is
in town, and I am at her room in Ramallah
until I find a place to stay long term. Still no
camera: turns out I should have picked it
up from Ben Gurion customs when I
arrived. (No one at FedEx predicted this,
and when I called Israeli friends for help
with shipping it in, they didn’t warn me
either.) I had to pay storage fees and a fee
to the Ramallah office handling my case.
I begin casting. Ramallah is expensive
and I learn that actors here act for 200
euros a day. This concerns me, as my budget had been set up for Gaza prices.
Out with Elle and her band, who have
just performed ‘Bird on a Wire’. I meet an
amazing young man, M. He’s from Gaza,
but has been living in Ramallah for seven
years. His permit for Ramallah has expired
but, he explains, if he ever went back to
Gaza, he’d never be allowed back to
Ramallah. And so he has sacrificed his family and roots to live on the West Bank. ‘I
would die if I went back to Gaza; I can’t
handle it,’ M says. He helps boost the GazaArabic translation of my script, and also
helps me with casting. He brings me falafel
sandwiches with turnip pickles, my
favourite. More importantly, he brings me
hope. For the first time, I begin to feel safe.
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March 28
I’ve found a wonderful apartment: a room
and office of my own in a quiet building,
with a polite male room-mate who’s often
out. The AM Qattan Foundation donates a
computer to me, and even installs it in my
office.
I cannot believe that I am re-casting, relocating, starting from zero. It wasn’t
supposed to be this way. I was supposed to
be shooting my movie in Gaza.
I first went to Gaza in 2002, while
shooting another film, Forbidden to Wander. It was then that I saw a performance of
Majnun Layla, the ancient, tragic story of
love forbidden by societal constraints. Two
boys performed the roles of the lovers
Qays and Layla. I witnessed Qays wade
through imaginary sands of the desert
looking for Layla in an empty gymnasium
in Khan Younis.
Gaza looked, sounded, and tasted
unlike anything I had ever experienced in
my life. It is flat, crowded, and on the
Mediterranean. Fully dressed people, and
horses, waded into the sea. There was a
cacophony of calls to prayer from neighbouring mosques, the sounds clashing
against each other. There were palm-tree
groves. Hotels and restaurants crowded
the waterfront of Gaza City; my favourite
was a huge tent with traditional seating
inside, overlooking the sea. They served
guava, fig, and dates—warm, lush, and fragrant—a delicate explosion in my mouth.
In 2002, the Settlers/Israeli forces
were destroying fields of homes. There
were aerial bombings. The heat was overwhelming. But even in this atmosphere,
everywhere I filmed, kids would stop me
with greetings. Line producer Mohammed
Hamdan took care of me, while at the
same time respecting my space as a woman. Such is Gazan hospitality, I didn’t pay
for hotels nor, for most of the trip, even
for food.
On the 2005 trip, schoolgirls spat at me
on the street; teenage boys told
Mohammed: ‘Take care of your woman,’
and, while walking on my own, I’d hear
men asking: ‘How much is the meat?’ For
me, the transformation from no attention
for my veillessness in 2002, to an obsession with my lack of headscarf was an
indication of a new kind of social oppression, a turn towards conformity and
control.
And, for me, this was my experience of
a deteriorating socioeconomic situation in
Gaza—a place closed off to other Palestinians and to foreigners. Unemployment at
55%; nine miles wide; 25 miles long; inhabited by 1.5 million people who need a
permit from Israel to leave.
Despite all this, in 2005, I found the
Palestinian Authority willing to appear in
my film, actors willing to work for free,
farmers willing to lend me their land to
reconstruct an Israeli checkpoint. We shot
sample scenes for my feature.
I left in 2005 loving the Gazans. They
took care of me, even though they’d never
seen my work and I’m not even Palestinian.
But there, I am Gazan.
No dramatic films have been made in
Gaza for over ten years. But I want to work
there. For me, the graffitied walls, demolished homes and the look in the eyes of
people, all have a vulnerability which tugs
at my director’s heart. There are 1.5 million
muses in Gaza.
After two years of raising the money I
need to realise my ambition, finally I arrive
with it all, and it is too late.
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For me, the transformation from no attention for my veillessness in 2002 to an obsession with my lack of
headscarf was an indication of a new kind of social
oppression, a turn towards conformity and control.

When Gaza Strip comes under full closure in 2001, Qays and Layla are forced to return from
their studies in the West Bank. In this test scene, they cross through the Palestinian side of Eres
Checkpoint that divides the Gaza Strip from Israel proper.

In Habibi Rasak Kharban, the character Qays sprays graffiti love poetry over all his hometown
in hope of reaching Layla.

Layla steals some privacy on her balcony, smoking cigarettes and ruminating over the good old
days when she and Qays were students in the West Bank.

April 1
Ramallah.
I can saddle up in a variety of bars and get
a drink. I can take taxis by myself at night.
Hills, cool winds, and cultural richness. I
can experience cinema, dance, and music
any night of the week. There is such ener-

gy and passion in Gaza; in Ramallah there
is something very enjoyable, but it just
isn’t the same. What hurts most is that I
want to bring resources and work to
Gaza, to keep artists working there, and I
can’t. (The permit still hasn’t arrived, so
I’m doing the best I can.)

7

I need much more money to be filming
in Ramallah. I meet Omar Al-Qattan, film
producer and director of the AM Qattan
foundation. He reveals how you get funding for a Palestinian film. There are all
these hefty grants offered by European
countries, like the Netherlands’ own
Hubert Bals Fonds, but these must be
applied for as an indigenous artist—that
is, a Palestinian making a film in Palestine. Then he tells me that I should be
looking for a French producer; most Arab
films have been made through the French.
I decide to join forces with a Palestinian
production company and apply for the
grants through them.
M introduces me to a wonderful group
of young men who’ve started their own
company; they’ve never produced a feature before, but I like them. We try
together to get a French producer.
May 12
I am on a plane, leaving Jordan.
I’ll have to return for production. I even
leave my camera in Ramallah to make
sure that I’ll have the courage to try
again.
I’m leaving via Jordan to avoid interrogation and confiscation of my belongings
in Tel Aviv. When I was leaving that city in
2005, I missed my plane because of extensive interrogation and the airport
authorities confiscated my computer.
They didn’t send it back to me in the US
until nearly a month later. It was broken.
I spend a lot of money, and an entire
day in transit, crossing the Sheikh Hussein Bridge and driving to Amman. But I
faced no interrogation from Israeli authorities. They didn’t even open my luggage at
the crossing out of Israel.
Words cannot express the beauty of
the Jordanian country roads on the way to
Amman. Think: grey boxy buildings scattered across tall mountains. I had no idea
that Jordan is this beautiful in the green of
springtime.
I don’t think I will ever visit Gaza
again.
Before leaving Palestine, I visited the
Ramataan News Agency in Ramallah.
There was a poster that said: ‘Free Alan’. I
asked about the journalist Alan Johnston,
who was being held hostage in Gaza. ‘He
lived here for two years. Everyone who
asked, he gave money to. We all loved
him. We are holding demonstrations on
the streets of Gaza to get him out.’
If this man, much loved by the community around him in Gaza, was still
kidnapped, there was no way that I, as a
foreigner, could ever prevent danger to
myself (or my hosts) if I go to the Gaza
Strip to make my film.
As I write, Johnston has yet to be
released and Fateh and Hamas factions
have abducted members of each other’s
opposing parties.
I wish I could have found a way to
make this movie earlier. My dream of
returning to the people who took care of
me and gave me so much is abandoned.
I am leaving Palestine with a simpler
concept of what needs to get done. All I
can do is make a good film about Gaza,
even if I can’t make it in Gaza.
When I finish it, I’ll post it on the web
for people there to see, since there are no
cinemas where they live.
I wait to return, to shoot my film.
* Some names and identities have been
changed.
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Choreographer
Mark Morris talks dance
BY MONIQUE GRUTER
PHOTO BY AMBER DARRAGH

Once heralded as the enfant terrible of
modern dance, Mark Morris has evolved
from entering the studio sporting shoulderlength, jet-black curly locks and tunic into
a refined, well-spoken statesman of sorts.
Now 51, he’s been in show business for the
past 30 years. Yet Morris is one of the few
modern choreographers to stage fulllength works who hasn’t lost his edginess,
verve, zany spirit or his monster musicality.
What makes Morris’ work so compelling is his unparalleled, hyper-literal
translation of complex music into gestural,
expressive and witty movement. ‘It’s all
about the music,’ he states.
It’s worth recapping the facts: his New
York-based company of 19 consummate
dancers has been around since 1980—no
small feat—and between 1988-1991 he was
Director of Dance at Belgium’s national
opera, the Théâtre Royal de la Monnaie in
Brussels, where he choreographed, among
other works, the infamous Hard Nut, a
satirical take on the saccharine Nutcracker
Suite.
His well-documented collaboration
with Mikhail Baryshnikov in the early
1990s resulted in the White Oak Dance Project which further congealed his
choreographic authority. Considering that
Morris can command humungous sums of
money staging works for companies
around the world, it’s not hyperbolic to
mention that a conversation with Morris
reveals he’s at once deferential, engaging,
entertaining and driven to outlandishness.
Your upcoming tour is logistically
loopy. First the Holland Festival, back
to the US, over to the UK and then
back to the US...
Yeah, it’s retarded. But that’s how it goes.
Out of the 120-odd works you’ve
choreographed, why did you programme All Fours and Violet Cavern
for the Holland Festival and not something else?
Because we can only do Violet Cavern

The Master of musicality yo-yos
across continents and lands in
Holland Festival.
with the musicians of the jazz trio called
The Bad Plus. It’s a piece I love and our
schedules don’t match up very often.
There’s a beautiful set by Stephen Hendee
and big chunks of dancing. Aesthetically
and musically, it goes beautifully with the
incredible piece of music, String Quartet
No. 4 by Béla Bartók, for All Fours. The
two pieces compliment—no, contrast—
very well. It shows a big range of dancers
and my work.
Describe All Fours and Violet Cavern.
What those two pieces have in common is
that they’re both extremely complicated
rhythmically. The Bartók, which one
knows, is an amazing, gorgeous and very
thorny piece of music. I actually choreographed a bit of that music when I was a
teenager. Violet Cavern is also very tricky
because it changes metre very frequently
and it’s quite exciting.
What’s the nicest compliment you’ve
ever received as a choreographer?
When people don’t realise that something
was choreographed. People who don’t see
dance much and who think people just
show up on stage and dance around to
music. I love that. I’m very much embraced
in the music world and it’s not just because
I work in opera. I only perform to live
music and use a lot of music that people
don’t know. I’m not just attracting a tiny
modern dance crowd, but also have people
who love music. And there are a lot more
of them. It pleases me that people who
aren’t interested in dance come for the
music and end up liking the whole thing.
Did you study music as a child or are
you an autodidact?
I’m both. I don’t play an instrument but I

read perfectly fluently. I had music training
and theory early on and I always sang. I
work with musicians a lot and I conducted
a little bit but I can’t play anything. I can
correct everybody else. Oh, and I can tell
you you’re flat but I can’t tell you why!
You seem to acquire thoughtful and
smart dancers in your company. How
much of a dancer’s art is mental and
how much is physical?
The smart part is because I have to go on
tour with these people and I don’t want to
be with a bunch of morons. You don’t have
to agree with me, but my work is quite difficult to keep track of. To perform my
works, you don’t have to be a deeply educated dancer, but I like people around me
who can have conversations. So that
means you’re sort of outgoing, courageous
and we talk a lot. I have to be able to be at
the airport, hotel and the theatre for weeks
at a time without wanting to kill you.
You’re teaching an open ballet masterclass at Henny Jurriëns Stichting.
What do you expect to accomplish in
an hour and a half?
I’m not trying to accomplish anything. I
treat people like human beings and
dancers. I teach a difficult, challenging and
interesting class. My class is very clear,
anatomically smart, musically surprising
and direct. I spend most of my time trying
to inform people that what they’re doing is
just crazy. Of course, I emphasise musicality and rhythm, and want people to dance
smart, and to responsibly deal with problems of coordination and rhythm and
intelligence. I found a medium in teaching
which is both rigorous and natural. Both.
The hub of your empire is a beautiful

new dance complex in Brooklyn. Why
there?
Because, in Brooklyn, you can see the sky.
And we got a piece of land, a derelict building and for a very cheap price. We’re the
tallest building around and we’re only five
stories high. We opened the building in
2001 and now I have a school with five to
six hundred kids. We just added new studios and it’s very successful and
wonderful.
Do you have any theories about
whether a subsidised system is conducive to creativity and artistic
growth or does it have the opposite
effect?
It’s not a black-and-white thing. Now, sadly
and happily, the German system is getting
more like the US system. There’s less money available. I’ve often seen pieces from
continental Europe with gigantic money
systems, where I felt people had too much
time and money. I also don’t agree that you
have to be starving in a garret. I think both
of those things are nonsense and neither
thing is ideal. The arts in the States are really just a joke, are treated as a luxury and
frivolous and it’s bullshit. And then in the
European system it’s too sanctified and it’s
so precious that it must be art because I
said so. So it’s neither and it’s both.
Any new works in the pipeline?
Oh, all the time. My next piece for my company is a big new production of Romeo and
Juliet with the original Prokofiev score that
has never been performed. It was discovered a couple of years ago in the archives
and it’s a very different piece of music than
was approved by the Stalinist regime.
Anything else?
My company of dancers is wonderful and
thrilled to go back to Holland, finally. We
haven’t been there since Brussels. I love
Amsterdam.
What will you do with your free time in
Amsterdam?
Smoke pot.
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The Pervert’s Guide to Cinema, Friday, De Balie

THURSDAY14 JUNE
World: Gamelan Nu
If you’re tired of my rhapsodies about the Tropentheater by now, that’s probably
because you’ve never been to one of its (often astonishing) events. Well, here’s a fine
place to start: a monumental three-day overview of current work and past patterns in
gamelan, the wondrous Indonesian art-universe that has inspired everyone from minimalist composers to Pete Townsend to house-music DJs for better than forty years.
Tonight lifts off with a look at contemporary creations, with gamelan players from
many continents trading ideas and riffs, followed by the world premier of the opera
Sita’s Liberation, which draws on contributions from—hold onto your hats—a
twelve-tone gamelan orchestra, two vocalists, three dancers, one puppeteer (plus five
assistants), a string quartet and a 30-voice choir. Tomorrow brings a generous look at
Javanese gamelan, while Saturday modulates to sampling unusual forms from Bali.
With over 120 musicians, dancers and vocalists, along with conferences and master
classes, this is the kind of dream that gives government subsidies a good name. And,
oh yes, it’s happening nowhere else. For the complete programme, see
www.tropentheater.nl. (Steve Schneider) Tropentheater, Kleine Zaal, 20.00, €22.50.
Also Friday and Saturday.

FRIDAY15 JUNE
Film: The Pervert’s Guide to Cinema,
Parts 1, 2 & 3
Everyone’s favourite Slovenian philosopher/psychoanalyst Slavoi Zizek is the host for
one rollercoaster of a ride through cinema—and our sick, sick minds. Style/content,
fantasy/reality, sexuality/desire and other yummy dichotomies are brought to the fore
as he delves deep into films by the likes of Hitchcock, Lynch and Kubrick. Sure, Zizek’s
a Lacanian and has read—and written—too many books that most will interpret as
raving gibberish, but he’s still one funny dude who knows his pop culture like the back
of his masturbating hand. One quotable quote of hundreds: ‘Cinema is the ultimate per-

vert art. It doesn’t give you what you desire—it tells you how to desire.’ As does this
documentary. (Steve Korver) De Balie, 20.00, €7. Also Saturday.

Film: Camera Japan
The annual traveling film festival Camera Japan will have its fair share of trash, pink,
gay and ’60s underground cinema from the land of sushi. Highly anticipated cult directors in the programme are Shinya ‘Tetsuo’ Tsukamoto and Ryuchi ‘Vibrator’ Hiroki, who
are featured in Female, a film compilation celebrating modern womanhood and sexuality. Fans of the omnipresent fast filmer Takashi ‘Audition’ Miike will be surprised by the
Dutch premiere of Demon Pond, a live recording of a fairy tale-inspired theatre show.
Among the debuting directors on the programme are Hollywood special-effects maestro Michael Arias with Tekkon Kinkreet, the first big anime film to be directed by a
non-Japanese film-maker. Also on the list is Faces of a Fig Tree, the directorial debut
from actress Kaori Momoi, who recently starred in Memoirs of a Geisha. Most of the
films here are in Japanese with English subtitles; many are receiving their Dutch premiere. Some you can even catch for the first time in Europe. After the screenings,
Tokyo’s DJ Pinkman will liven up the Kriterion café. On Saturday, he will be joined by
Dr Ska from radio station Kink FM. (Marinus de Ruiter) Kriterion. Until Sunday.

Open Day: Open Tuinen Dagen
‘The gardens behind the stately facades of the houses in the canal zone form a peaceful oasis in the bustling inner-city of Amsterdam,’ according to the Open Tuin Dagen
press release. That may be so, but it’s hard to enter for Joe Average, because most of
these gardens are closed to the public all year round—except on Open Garden Days
on the third weekend of June, that is. For two days only, during this annual event, the
Amsterdamse Grachtenmusea arrange for the opening of some 30 gardens. This year’s
theme is garden design. In the old days, geometrical patterns prevailed, but today the
gardens usually form an invisible link between the architecture of the house and its
interior, so the inhabitants often commissioned garden designers like Mien Ruys and
Piet Oudolf, who transformed the plots into pleasure grounds. The admission price
gets you a ticket that’s valid for all three days and, even better, the proceeds all go to
good causes. The event offers a unique opportunity to peek into the gardens of banks,
institutions and private persons—one of them being burgemeester Job Cohen. Now
wouldn’t it be nice to know where the mayor goes for his after-dinner walk? (Floris
Dogterom) Various locations and times. Also 16 and 17 June. €12.
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SATURDAY16 JUNE
Dance: Forsythe Morris Fonte
Dance, it can be said, is made of movement and time, and this smashing programme
explores permutations of both. For this Holland Festival 60th-anniversary production,
Het Nationale Ballet has thrown a glance back to H-Fest one, when the openness and
regenerative creativity of American art was first experienced by war-crushed Europe. The
evening features choreography by a trio of present-day American titans, though the three
have risen via varying routes. William Forsythe—whose typically febrile Steptext, from
1985, will be seen in its Dutch premier—earned his world-encircling reputation in exile,
leading the Ballet Frankfurt. Mark Morris’ (see interview, p.8) more vernacular stylings
have brought him thunderous acclaim in the US, but tonight’s turn through his 1999 Sandpaper Ballet, which uses ’40s-era pop songs by Leroy Anderson, will mark his first-ever
performance by a continental company. And Nicolo Fonte, a younger dance-maker born
in New York, has won applause on both sides of Atlantic; his (In) Verse Form, set to composer John Adams’s angly Shaker Loops, is here receiving its world premiere. Fascinating
it will be to see what these American variations hold in common. (Steve Schneider) Het
Muziektheater (Sat, Mon, Wed 20.15), €15-€32.50. Also 20, 21, and 24 June.

SUNDAY17JUNE
Festival: Utrecht Over Utrecht
Today, Utrecht film director Jos Stelling, owner of the 500-seat art-cinema and theatre, the
Louis Hartlooper Complex, opens his venue for a free festival of amateur artists. Over 200
participants will each get five minutes to praise the city of Utrecht as a source of inspiration, with self-made stories, essays, poems and films. Prizes—of up to €4,000—will be
awarded at the end of the day. While the jury members are deliberating, city poet Ingmar
Heytze and film-makers Jan van de Berg, Ruud van Gessel and Jaap van Heusden show
their Utrecht-inspired work. The hallways and pathways of the building will give room to
exhibitions with, amongst others, a contribution from the local comics magazine De Inktpot. (Marinus de Ruiter) Louis Hartloper Complex, 10.00-22.00, Utrecht, free.

Festival: Roots Open Air
One of the most fun parts of the Amsterdam Roots Festival is Roots Open Air. For this
annual event, bands from all over the world gather in Oosterpark and play—for free.
Check out Sol y Lluvia from Chile, the founding fathers of mestizorock. In 1976, three
years after dictator General Pinochet had seized power in Chile, the brothers Labra got
together in Santiago. They found consolation in the music of protest singers such as Violeta Para and Victor Jara, and decided to form a band of their own. Their music is a
passionate mix of (folk)rock and reggae played on traditional Chilean instruments. Also
look out for rumba catalana from Zulu 9.30. This ensemble from Barcelona makes a festive mix of salsa, reggae and hiphop. Another highlight are Konga Vibes from the slums of
Lilongwe in Malawi; they sing about urban life and use Western instruments, yet are rooted in traditional African music. And certainly don’t miss the highly danceable mix of
Gnawa and Chaabi of British-Algerian outfit Fantazia. See article on p.11 and pull-out.
(Marie-Claire Melzer) Oosterpark, 12.00-22.00, free.

Jazz: The Bad Plus
Jazz can be alienating—in that ‘what the fuck are they wanking about?’ sort of way. John
Coltrane helped many to start to dig it with his ‘My Favourite Things’, beginning with a
recognisable tune before blasting out to outer space and talking with God before returning back to that melody line and the familiarity of Planet Earth. And The Bad Plus are
now providing this service to a newer generation by ‘covering’ standards from ABBA,
Nirvana, Black Sabbath, Rush, Queen, Blondie, Aphex Twin, Neil Young and Björk. And
it’s no gimmick: 80% of this trio’s repertoire is actually self-composed, with each member
displaying a distinctive style but always mixing the tight with the chaos. They back Violet Cavern at Carré. See interview on p.8. (Steve Korver) Bimhuis, 21.00, €15.

WEDNESDAY 20 JUNE
Literature: Avond van het Spannende Boek
Most award ceremonies are dull, but the fact that this one’s called The Golden Noose adds a
bit of spice. It’s not a public hanging, but rather a gong for best Dutch crime writer of the
year. Part of The Evening of the Thriller, which itself is part of the longer Maand van het
Spannende Boek, special attention is given to the magic that plots can spin around a reader.
While the US can boast the late, great Patricia Highsmith as the doyenne of the genre,
Britain’s been saddled with Dick Francis, who’s surely down to the final furlong with his
horse adventures. In the Netherlands, the genre has been getting readers in a tiz for some
time now. In fact, they make up nearly a quarter of current book sales. One of the country’s
rising stars is Saskia Noort, the special guest tonight, which also features a crime quiz (Q:
which flamboyant, bald-headed, populist wannabe prime minister was murdered in 2002?),
music and exciting film clips. (Jane Cavanagh) Melkweg, 20.00, €15 + membership.

Send details and images for listing consideration at least two weeks in advance to agenda@amsterdamweekly.nl.
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‘I really wish there’d be more experimenting...’

Is it world music? No. Is it drum & bass?
Nope. Is it rai? Nopers. It’s a Nomad
Soundsystem.

ONE FOR FUSION,TWO
FOR THE SHOW
MUSIC
Nomad Soundsystem
Roots Open Air, Oosterpark, 17 June, 17.00, free
By Sarah Gehrke

A Tunisian singer. A German guitarist. A
Japanese producer. An Algerian percussionist. And another German on the
turntables. Berlin-based Nomad Soundsys-

tem sound like the perfect multicultural
idyll. Blending traditional Arabic raï music
with breakbeat, dub loops, oriental
sounds—and, basically, every other musical element that they happen to
like—they’re globalisation gone good.
‘It all started sometime between late
2002 and early 2003,’ DJ Shazam says. ‘I
had a regular club night in Berlin back
then, where I introduced David, our gui-

tarist, and Tomoki. They jammed for
half an hour, and it clicked immediately.
David, in turn, hosted a cross-culture
jam session at the time, where he met
Karim. Originally, Karim, who had just
moved over from Tunisia, applied as
extra percussionist, because he had
heard they needed someone to temporarily fill in for Miloud, who was their
regular percuss-ionist. But then it
turned out he could sing like a bird! He
had also already worked as a singer
before. They decided to keep him for
the vocals. I joined the band myself a little later on. So that’s how it all came
together.’
Nomad Soundsystem’s eponymous
debut album was released in Germany,
Austria and Switzerland a month ago. ‘We
took our time with recording it,’ Shazam
explains, ‘because we wanted our sound
to grow naturally. I think that’s especially
important if you’re working together in

such a multicultural crew, where everyone’s got a different background. For
example, you can’t just throw a breakbeat
at an Arabian singer and tell him to sing
over it. You’re gonna have to drag him
through all the clubs first to make sure he
knows what the whole thing’s about.
Same thing goes for the other way round,
of course.’
With two members of the group coming from a raï background, that style is an
important element in Nomad Soundsystem’s music. ‘Karim’s singing certainly
gets a raï sound into our music. But we
approach it in another way. Arrangement-wise, we’re very different from
traditional raï. Tomoki, who’s responsible for our beats, had been DJing for
decades, and he really brings in a fresh
sound.’
Shazam, meanwhile, likes to throw
drum & bass and dub styles into the
Nomad mixture. Although this is his main
project, he’s also active as a solo DJ,
always trying to combine Western beats
with sounds from all over the world. ‘I’ve
always been fascinated with other cultures and their music. Maybe one reason
for that is that in Germany, many people
still have a sort of cultural identity problem. I grew up with that, you know. We
don’t easily identify with our own culture—and that makes other cultures even
more interesting, and maybe easier to
assimilate, too.’
Because of their fusing together electronica with ethno influences, Nomad
Soundsystem feel equally at home in both
the club scene and world music festivals.
‘I have to admit, though, that so far there’s
been more attention from the world
music corner. But I believe that the club
scene is becoming more and more attentive towards the kind of fusion music we
do. In Berlin, there was that Russendisko
hype, when Russian music took over the
clubs, and it was a huge success. That is
now continued with the whole Balkan
beats craze that’s currently going on all
over Europe. Then there’s been more
mainstream stuff which used ethno elements, like Panjabi MC, for example. Or
take ‘Galvanise’ by the Chemical Brothers. They had that fat oriental sample
combined with bigbeat sounds dominating the charts for weeks.’
However, Nomad Soundsystem don’t
plan to jump on whichever bandwagon
any time soon. ‘Our aim has always been
to create a unique sound, instead of just
sitting down and copying something
that’s already been done before. Too
many people do that. I mean it’s all very
nice to make the same kind of music
that’s been made for decades and
decades. It may still sound good. But I
really wish there’d be more experimenting. You know—I’m one for fusion,
really.’
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The Bad Plus, see Sunday

MUSIC
Send listing suggestions at least two weeks in
advance to agenda@amsterdamweekly.nl

Thursday 14 June
World: Gamelan Nu Wonderfully clanging sound of
the gamelan produced by Ensemble Gending.
Tonight they play new music along with the premiere
of a Sita’s Liberation, with music by Sinta Wullur,
libretto by Paul Goodman and direction from Javier
López Piñón. This flavourful opera with its thick voices
and elegant dancers also includes puppeteering by Ki
Joko Susilo. See Short List. Tropentheater, Kleine
Zaal, 20.00, €22.50
Classical: Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra Getting
vocal with the Groot Omroepkoor and singers such as
Hanneke de Wit, Tania Kross, Werner Güra and David
Wilson. With performances of Kuhlau’s William Shakespeare Overture, Berlioz’s Tristia and Bruckner’s Third
Mass. Concertgebouw, Grote Zaal, 20.15,
€37.50/€47.50
Contemporary: Asko Ensemble & Nieuw Ensemble
A night dedicated to inventive English composer
Jonathan Harvey, with the ensembles joining forces to
perform a sextet of works dating from 1992 to the present. Muziekgebouw, 20.30, €20
Pop/Rock: Budapest Wunderground Feeling Hungary? This cultural evening celebrating ties between
Amsterdam and Budapest is setting out to supply a
feast of rock, dance and pop grooves. Representing
the locals are About and Alamo Race Track. For exotic
Eastern European visions, look out for Yonderboi, Neo
and Goulash Exotica, with DJs stretching the party out
till late. Melkweg, The Max, 20.30, €14 + membership
Rock: Rocknacht Pulser (Rock) and De Reizende
Verkoper (Improv, Free Jazz, Freak Noise). Volta,
21.00-01.00, €5

Friday 15 June
World: Gamelan en Dans uit Java Three dancers
from Surakarta strut their stuff as top Javanese and
European gamelan musicians join a 15-member
gamelan orchestra, playing modern compositions on
an antique slendro gamelan. Also, a full orchestra and
choir accompany dances from the Surakarta repertory, resident expert Dr Waridi explains the various
styles, and a bamboo gamelan jegog from West Bali is
played by native musicians, demonstrating the contrasts between regions. Tropentheater, Kleine Zaal,
19.30, €27.50
Classical: Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra (See
Thursday) Concertgebouw, Grote Zaal, 20.15, €37.50€52.50
Jazz: Jazzavond Harrie van de Voort plays old-time
pianola music from Scott Joplin, Fats Waller, George
Gershwin, and Eubie Blake, while also supplying tales
of the life and times of these early American musicians. Pianola Museum, 20.30, €7.50
Contemporary: Quatre chants pour franchir le seuil
Song cycles on the theme of death by composers
Grisey—who died a few days after completing his
Quatre chants pour franchir le seuil in 1998—and
Mussorgsky, in an amalgamation by the composer
Alexander Raskatov. Performed by the Radio Kamer
Filharmonie. Muziekgebouw, 20.30, €20
Electro rock: Melomaniacs Band followed by DJ set,
both with the same name. Blijburg, 21.00, free
Hiphop: Ill Bill Formerly the main man from hiphop
collective Non Phixion, Ill Bill is riding somewhat solo
these days, pushing hard Brooklyn rap, eclectic
hiphop and occasional bursts of loud metal guitars.
Joining him onstage are Sabac Red and DJ Eclipse.
Melkweg, Oude Zaal, 21.30, €17 + membership
Singer-songwriter: Ndromeda Listen while you eat.
Duo Ndromeda play a cornucopia of instruments
including dobro, banjo, sitar and cello in songs that
mix blues, country, folk, and chanson. Note for starving students: there’s a 30% discount on food. Skek,
21.30, free

World: Benefietconcert South American and other
world musicians jam to raise money for better education and infrastructure in Guayaquil, Ecuador.
Badcuyp, Bovenzaal, 21.30, €6
World: Jarabe de Palo Latin crossover rock from
these melodic Spanish superstars, fronted by songwriter Pau Donés. Melkweg, Oude Zaal, 21.30, €17 +
membership
Lounge/Jazz/Pop: Kiss Me Kill Me Difficult to define,
this duo have been patching together music from a
variety of sources including electronic, vinyl and live
instrumental for 30 years, resulting in thoroughly
enjoyable songs. Tonight, they’re accompanied by
brass outfit The Non Melting Ice Cream Band, who specialise in the New Orleans traditional brass band
sound, while mixing in more recent pop, funk and jazz.
Café Pakhuis Wilhelmina, 22.00, €5

De Jeugd Van Tegenwoordig
Hiphop: Appelsap Titled ‘De Grote Nieuw Nederlandsche Hiphop Special’, a host of new talents—and
established acts—are getting a run-out tonight.
Signed up so far are Cartes & Kleine Jay, The Opposites, De Jeugd Van Tegenwoordig, Blocnotes and
Flinke Namen. Melkweg, The Max, 23.00, €12.50 +
membership
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Saturday 16 June
Rock: D-Day Twenty-second installment of this daylong ’50s-style rock/rockabilly event, with bands
Sonny Burgess & the Pacers (USA), Matchbox (UK),
Cherry Casino & the Gamblers (DE), Annita & the Starbombers, The Three Bad Jacks (USA) and Randy Rich
& the Poor Boys (DE), along with a slew of likeminded
DJs. Cruise Inn, 14.00-late, free
Singer-songwriter: Kimya Dawson Most well known
as the ex-singer for the Moldy Peaches, this sweet
indie/folk singer has since released a string of lo-fi
home-made albums, and is currently touring with husband/musician Angelo Spencer and their one-year-old
child who is often heard gurgling in the middle of a
very quiet audience, forcing Dawson to stop mid-song
and laugh. It’s an honest and lovely family affair. And
the music ain’t bad either. Paradiso, Kleine Zaal,
19.00, €6

collection The Last Night of Earth. His gravelly voice
helps bridge the time gap between the words and
music, leaving you wondering if, given the opportunity, the two seemingly disparate artists would’ve
become beer-drinking buddies. Vondelpark Openluchttheater, 14.30, free
Classical: Mini Musica Symphony orchestra Musica
getting mini and intimate to perform works by Fauré,
Schubert and Mozart. Muziekgebouw, 15.00, €15
Soundtrack: De Benonies Specialising in Italian
swing from the ‘50s, this eight-piece happy jazz group
covers Nino Rota’s film music from Fellini’s and Visconti’s movies as part of their new CD celebration. KHL
Koffiehuis, 15.00-17.00, free
Classical: Wonder & Despair René Nieuwint conducts vocal ensemble Coqu through mouth-gaping
works by twentieth-century American composers
including Ives (The Sixty-Seventh Psalm, The Circus
Band), Wolff (Wobbly Music) and Antheil (Eight Fragments from Shelley). Also with piano soloist Dante
Oei. English Reformed Church, 15.15, € 11
Classical: Amsterdam Sinfonietta Breath in the
chamber music along with outside fresh air. Vondelpark Openluchttheater, 16.30, free
Soul: The Souldiers Blijburg, 17.00, free
Pop/Rock: Subbacultcha! A melodious session from
Check 1-2. Patronaat, Haarlem, 20.00, free
Classical: Alfred Brendel One of the world’s leading
classical pianists, expect masterful interpretations of
sonatas by Haydn, Beethoven, Schubert and Mozart.
Concertgebouw, Grote Zaal, 20.15, €65

Gamelan en Dans uit Noord-Bali
World: Gamelan en Dans uit Noord-Bali Night three
of the gamelan orchestra’s soothing metallic sounds,
this time bearing musicians and dancers from Banyuatis in North Bali, playing indigenous music from the
early 20th century and a new composition by I Gede
Arnawa. Demonstrating the contrast between regions,
an orchestra from Surakarta will play a Yogyakarta-style
composition. Tropentheater, Kleine Zaal, 19.30, €27.50
Classical: Nederlands Kamerorkest The orchestra’s
‘Souvenir de Florence’, with guests like Philip Langridge, Wouter Brouwer and Remko Edelaar
contributing to emotional interpretations of works by
Sibelius, Britten, Vivaldi and Tchaikovsky. Concertgebouw, Grote Zaal, 20.15, €30
Classical: Purcell Kamerorkest Nico Brandon conducts Vivaldi, Haydn, Hellendaal, Schuyt, Purcell and
Scarlatti. English Reformed Church, 20.15, € 8
Opera: Into the Little Hill An intimate theatrical concert with music by George Benjamin for two violas, as
well as a lyrical libretto by Martin Crimp. Performed by
Ensemble Modern. Westergasfabriek, 20.30, €25
Contemporary: Requiem for a Dying Planet Music
from traditional Sardinian vocal quintet Tenore e Concordu de Orosei, Senegalese singer Mola Sylla, and
Amsterdam cellist Ernst Reijseger. All for a film by
Werner Herzog. Muziekgebouw, 20.30, €25
Rock: The Violet Burning Can you be alt rock and
Christian? Apparently. Often compared to bands from
the ’80s post punk scene, these Californians flip
between the heavily reverberated guitars of the era
and modern emo-lite. Melkweg, Oude Zaal, 20.30, €9
+ membership

Jazz: The Jazz Age Two pianos and a saxophone
swing with music from Erwin Schulhoff, Debussy,
Gershwin, Ellington and Strayhorn. Bethaniënklooster,
20.15, € 15
Opera: Into the Little Hill (See Saturday) Westergasfabriek, 20.30, €25

The Cult
Rock: The Cult It’s back to the day job for Ian Astbury,
stepping back from being Jim Morrison and returning
to the role of ’80s post-punk goth rock crooner. Not
that they’ve got a new product to shift, or anything,
just raking in the money as support to The Who on
their megatour currently, so expect plenty of oldies like
‘She Sells Sanctuary’. Melkweg, The Max, 20.30, €35
+ membership
Experimental: Snøft Improv trio with sax, guitar and
drums. Badcuyp, Bovenzaal, 21.00, €5
Jazz: The Bad Plus One of the biggest selling modern jazz trios around—these guys continue to lay it on
loud and heavy with plenty of originals and killer covers. See Short List. Bimhuis, 21.00, €15

Monday 18 June
Classical: Nederlands Kamerorkest (See Saturday)
Concertgebouw, Grote Zaal, 20.15, €30

Experimental: AUXXX A recurring night that brings
interesting, but usually lesser-known, bands. Tonight:
psychedelic/new wave rock from Henry’s Phonograph
(UK); guitars and electronics from Axix of Weevil
(UK/US), indie grunge from Marie Celeste; and atypical dance tunes from DJ Marcelle. OT301, 21.00, €5
Rock: De Sgeurvreters Local foursome that blends
heavy rock, R&B and punk, among other styles. Maloe
Melo, 22.00, €5
Anthony B

Sunday 17 June
Opera: Doctor Atomic Minimalist opera by American
composer John Adams about the latter stages of
WWII. Set in the desert of New Mexico, a group of brilliant physicists are hit by a moral crisis in the hours
before the test explosion of their newly developed
atomic bomb. Het Muziektheater, 13.30, €20-€85
Classical: Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra (See
Thursday) Concertgebouw, Grote Zaal, 14.15,
€37.50/€47.50
Experimental: Bach-Bukowski While simulaneously
playing Bach’s masterpiece The Well Tempered Clavichord, singer/pianist Willem van Ekeren
simultaneously reads poems from Bukowski’s poetry

Reggae/Dancehall: Anthony B Jamaican dancehall
star who’s been releasing hit records since the mid
’90s, the most recent being Higher Meditation. Support from Kajeem. Melkweg, The Max, 21.00, €17.50 +
membership
Punk: Le Club Suburbia Punky goodness from Asshole Parade (US), Tubers (US) and Enviromental
Youth Crunch (US). OCCII, 21.00, €5

Tuesday 19 June
Folk: Ghost Mice This American duo have never
played by normal rules, always performing their quirky
indie folk rock sans artificial amplification. Fitting in

15
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with a massive European tour that sees them performing in weird and wonderful rooms all across the
continent, tonight’s gig is actually an after-dinner performance. MKZ, 19.00, €5

ble comprising string and horn sections and a children’s choir. Grossly maligned at the time of its
release, it’s only now being brought to life as originally
intended. Heineken Music Hall, 20.00, sold out

Opera: Doctor Atomic (See Sunday) Het Muziektheater, 20.00, €20-€85

Percussion: Collision Theory Percussion Duo Two
ladies with mallets that play mostly marimba and
vibraphone while performing tangos by Piazzolla and
interpreting modern percussion pieces by Austrailian
composers. They’re also known to beat on giant Taiko
drums. Bethaniënklooster, 20.15, free

Classical: Nederlands Kamerorkest (See Saturday)
Concertgebouw, Grote Zaal, 20.15, €30
Rock: Satellite Party Fronted by Perry Farrell, this
psychedelic funky rock outfit is the next evolution for
the former Jane’s Addiction frontman. Their new
album Ultra Payloaded is overflowing with guest performances from the likes of John Frusciante, Flea,
Peter Hook, Fergie and Jim Morrison. Live, you can
expect lots of overblown dramatics and lengthy solos
from guitarist Nuno Bettencourt. Melkweg, The Max,
20.30, €29 + membership

PROPAGANDA! A night to head east for the best
Balkan beats, Russian disko, mestizo and whatever
mood takes the DJ team of Tommi, Pizdabolkin and
Gusztav. Melkweg, Oude Zaal, 23.00-late, €5 + membership

Friday 15 June
Anna Caterina Antonaccio
Opera: Anna Caterina Antonacci Star soprano Anna
Maria Antonacci sings solo madrigals from the Italian
baroque in the setting of a theatrical concert, all with
help from Les Solistes du Cercle de l’Harmonie and a
host of top-notch string players. Muziekgebouw,
20.30, €35
World: Flamenco Meets Africa One of the biggest
performances of this year’s Amsterdam Roots Festival,
renowned Spanish flamenco singer Diego El Cigala is
joining forces with Mali kora maestro Toumani Diabaté and La Symphonie de la Kora for an evening of
multicultural exploration. The results may never be
repeated. Concertgebouw, Grote Zaal, 20.30, €40

Rock: Lou Reed This New York songwriting icon typically spends as much time looking forward as looking
back when he heads out on tour. This show is a bit
special, however, as it sees him performing his 1973
solo album Berlin in full, complete with a huge ensem-

DJ Marky Boy With mariachi and country jazz
from Gutafo (live) and special guests Pepijn
Zwaanswijk and Lula Peña. Pacific Parc, 19.00,
free

Franchise Music from speakers by DJs with names:
Easy Ryan, Steven Quarré, Erick E and MC Spyder.
Escape, 23.00-04.00, €10

Wednesday 20 June

Lou Reed

Thursday 14 June

Flex YourSpace DJ Kid Goesting and other youthful
friends. Flex Bar, 22.30-04.00, €5

Heavy: Strike Anywhere Political punk screamo. Support from Red Lights Flash and Smash the Statues.
Melkweg, Oude Zaal, 20.30, €11 + membership

Classical: Lunch Concert With the Zenith Pianotrio.
Concertgebouw, Kleine Zaal, 12.30, free

CLUBS

Experimental: TryTone Festival Various instrumental
groups play their own version of modern progressive
fringe madness. Zaal 100, 21.00, €5
Pop/Rock: Subbacultcha! Garage pop from American
band The Films, the aural madness of ET Explore Me
and the rather cute folk pop of the Hospital Bombers.
Paradiso, Kleine Zaal, 21.30, €6

Extravers DJs Lin (deep house), Renzo (minimal
techno) and Mavis Acquah (jazz soul techno jam
session), with video art by Corrine Bot, installation art
by Kim Tuin, live act Bibizar and VJ’s Viaduktape.
Shower and primp, this night is for the fresh and the
clean. Club 8, 10.00-04.00, €7.50
Another Fine Mess Eclecticism to a John Peel DJing
degree from Marcelle van Hoof and a guest set from
Nijmegen electronic collective Lomechanik. OT301,
22.00, €5
Buzzin’ Fly Swarming the club tonight are DJs Ben
Watt (UK), formerly known from Everything But The
Girl, Justin Martin (USA), Didiér Stijn and VJ
Vingerverf. 11, 22.30-04.00, €10 + membership
80’s Verantwoord Dance classics from that popular
decade. Hotel Arena, 23.00-04.00, €12
Bodyrock versus Hooked Dirty house beats from
Freddy’s Pool, Tettero, Vincenzo de Bull, Oliver Weiter, Nice Guy Eddie (live), Mike Ravelli, Flexmeister F
and Tommy Hood & Staubsaucher. Sinners, 23.0005.00, €11 + membership
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De Revolutie Capitalizing on Che’s great marketing idea, tonight proffers club, house, hiphop and
funk from a variety of DJs. Odeon, 23.00 -05.00,
€13

Saturday 16 June
Dance for Freedom House, electro, funky groove and
dance from DJs Eva Maria, Brian S, Jurgen, Dunca de
la Funk, Youri Donatz and several more. Evildoers not
allowed. Odeon, 22.00-05.00, €12.50
Intuition In one room trance DJ Menno de Jong plays
an eight-hour solo set. In the other room, six other
trance DJs divide their time a bit more evenly. Studio
80, 22.00-05.00, €10
Magnetronik DJs Cabanne (FR), Ark (live), Casper
Tielrooij & Thomas Martojo and Wesdex. Flex Bar,
22.00-05.00, €12
Disco Exota Cosmic space disco spinning from Intergalactic Gary, Lawrence Sim, Canada Gstring and
Funknoir. Café Pakhuis Wilhelmina, 22.00-late, €7
Teleskope Live deephouse from MotorCitySoul (DE),
DJs Edo Salgado and Olaf Boswijk and visuals from De
Beeldfabriek. 11, 22.30-04.00, €10 + membership
GirlsLoveDJs Eclectic dancefloor records spun by
chickmagnets TomDamienLo, Aiscream, Jeremanine
S, Rubywax & Missinglinks, Madskillz, Mr Speak and
Manga. Hotel Arena, 23.00-04.00, €15
Super Sushi Hotter than a fat blob of wasabi, DJs
tonight are Erick E, Gregor Salto, Rishi Romero,
Groov-in, Ryan Marciano, Sir Edward, Sunnery
James and Mixmaster J. The Powerzone, 23.00 05.00, €15
Gemengd Zwemmen Two rooms of swimmingly
diverse noise. In The Max take a dive into classic ’80s
tunes; in the Oude Zaal it’s indie dance, pop and rock
faves all the way. Melkweg, 23.59-late, €8

Sunday 17 June
Blitz Summer Vibes Latin house and dance. Hotel
Arena, 20.00-01.00, €12.50
HushHush Shhh, don’t tell anyone, but tonight’s DJs
are TomDamienLo, Joshua Walter and Jaziah. Jimmy
Woo, 23.00-03.00, €8
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Wednesday 20 June
Club: Bückstück - brutale Musik Pop tourists delve
deep into Pandora’s music box. Tonight, it’s the computer edition. PRIK, 21.00-24.00, free
Club: F*cking POP Queers Manga, Kmart, Claudette
and De Draaivriendinnen work the dancefloor. Studio
80, 22.00-05.00, free before 00.00, €5 after

Thursday 14 June
Social: (Oud) West-HomoBorrel Get together for
gays and lesbians who live in West and Oud West.
Café Oranje-Nassau, 18.00,
Club: Furball Café Meet and greet for hairy marys and
those in pursuit of the hirsute. PRIK, 19.00-01.00, free

STAGE
Opening

Club: Vrouwenavond Popular lesbian night. Male
accessories welcome. Café Sappho, 21.00, free

Theatre: Lieve ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Playwright Erik Willem’s strange mission to write an
‘unplayable’ play resulted in a play which does have an
annoying name, but is, apart from that, very playable.
Delivering a monologue in the form of a letter, the protagonist is sometimes daring and controversial,
sometimes desperately trying to make sense of the
world. In Dutch. Rozentheater, (Fri, Sat 22.00), €7.50

Reflexxx ‘I would use my title to bring peace to all
nations of the world, be it black, be they white, be it colored, be it whatever...’ And now, for that moment you’ve
been waiting for... it’s Mr Gay Netherlands 2007 finals.
With DJ Paul Goodyear. Escape, 23.00-05.00, €15

Theatre/Dance: Honour Bond A production by Nigel
Jamieson, based on the life story of David Hicks, who’s
been imprisoned in Guantanamo Bay since 2001 for
suspicion of terrorist activities—all without a trial. In
English. Theater Bellevue, (Fri-Sun 20.30), €12/€20

Sunday 17 June

Dance: Forsythe Morris Fonte Featuring works by
three of America’s most influential choreographers,
with Het Nationale Ballet. See Short List. Het Muziektheater, (Sat, Mon, Wed 20.15), €15-€32.50

Friday 15 June
Happy hour and bingo Happy hour from 17.00-19.00.
Then blow all the money you saved on a round of bingo, from 19.00-20.00. Saarein, 17.00-20.00

Club: InRealLife Women-only afternoon session with
DJ Geke on the decks. CREA Café, 16.00-21.00, €6
Social: Transgender Cafe Organised by the queer
collective n00dles, a drop-in for and by people with
transgender feelings and their supporters and admirers. Saarein, 17.00-00.00, free

Tuesday 19 June
Movie Night Failed writer beats successful writer to
death with hammer in the Angel, Islington. Yep, it’s
Stephen Frears’ Prick Up Your Ears. PRIK, 19.00, free

Theatre: Roman Tragedies Merging Shakespeare’s
Coriolanus, Julius Caesar and Anthony and Cleopatra
into one big play about politicians going down. Watch
either in two parts on separate nights or opt for the sixhour marathon, during which the doors will stay open,
the audience can walk in and out as they like, and
there’ll be catering, too. In Dutch. Stadsschouwburg,
(Sat, Sun 16.00, Tues, Wed 20.15), €39
Theatre: Stillen A performance about physical
desires. On stage, six bodies run and squirm and hug
and push, all looking for something they ultimately
can’t get. In Dutch. Frascati, (Sat, Sun 20.30), €12

Stillen
Theatre: Droomspel Rozentheater presents a series
of productions which are the end projects for theatre
students. First up is Strindberg’s play, directed by Paul
Knieriem. In Dutch. Rozentheater, (Tues, Wed 20.00),
€7.50

playwrights of the 19th century. Written after the abolishment of slavery in Tsarist Russia, the play reflects the
changing social circumstances that resulted in new
conflicts between landowners and their former slaves.
In Dutch. Compagnietheater, (Thur-Sat 20.30), €18

Dance: Mark Morris Dance Group Two recent ballets
by the renowned American choreographer Mark Morris, who has been termed the ‘Mozart of modern
dance’ for the musicality, hard-hitting quality and
genius of his work. Wednesday’s performance also
coincides with a special Amsterdam Weekly Night,
meaning you can pick up discount tickets in advance
and also get to meet Morris afterwards. See Weekly
Specials on www.amsterdamweekly.nl for details and
interview, p. 8. Carré, (Tues, Wed 20.00), €12-40

Theatre: 13 Rijen Discordia and ’t Barre Land will
occupy Frascati for three weeks to present a so-called
‘short notice programme’ consisting of live music,
speeches, artists, theatre exercises, guest performances and excerpts of old, as well as new repertoire,
ranging from Schiller to Beckett and from Voltaire to
Marx Brothers. In Dutch. Frascati, (Thur-Sat 21.00), €11

Theatre: Cani di Bancata In this play about today’s
mafia culture in her native Sicily, director Emma Dante
uses street dogs to symbolise the mob. They stray
around one woman, the mammasantissima, depicting the mafia. In Italian with Dutch surtitles. Theater
Bellevue, (Wed 20.30), €20

Ongoing
Theatre: It is Never the Last Supper Young group
Teatro de Chile experiment with the concept of the last
supper. In English. Universiteitstheater, UvA, (Thur, Fri
20.00), free
Theatre: Het Woud Compagnietheater is hosting Den
Haag’s Toneelgroep De Appel’s production of a work by
Aleksandr Ostrovski, one of the most influential Russian

Music/Theatre: Onzichtbare Steden Inspired by Italo
Calvino’s account of Marco Polo’s travels, this is a
stampede though different cities, each of which is represented by musical means. Travelling from a city of
ten ghetto blasters to one of funfair cacophony, the
performance is a mixture of dialogue, jam session and
concert. In Dutch. Frascati, (Thur-Sat 21.00), €12
Comedy: Monty Python ...and now for something
completely different! A theatre version of some of the
best sketches of the Flying Circus, courageously
translated into Dutch. Marvel at De Olympische Spelen van de incontinentie, sing along to Het
Houthakkerliedje and ponder the dood-ness of the
papegaai. In Dutch. De Kleine Komedie, (Thur-Sat
20.15), €13.50-€17.50
Performance: Sharing the Same Shade A musical
and theatrical multidisciplinary adventure from De
Veenfabriek. In English and Dutch. Westergasfabriek,
(Fri, Sat 21.00), €20
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Sarah Bernhardt, see Opening

ART
Opening
The Portrait Gallery Presenting an overview of portraits from 1950-today by ten veteran photographers,
including Sanne Sannes, Ata Kando, Willem
Diepraam, Machiel Botman and Barry Kornbluh. Hup
Gallery (Tue, Thur, Fri 10.00-17.00), opens Thursday,
until 31 August
Beeld voor Beeld Drawings that Dutch 16th- and
17th-century artists made of classical statues seen in
the Vatican on the Grand Tour. The exhibition shows
the drawings alongside moulds of the original statues.
Allard Pierson Museum (Tues-Fri 10.00-17.00, Sat, Sun
13.00-17.00), opens Friday, until 9 September

advertising takes place in several rooms and devotes
each room to another method, emotion or medium.
CoBrA Museum (Tues-Sun 11.00-17.00), opens Saturday, until 16 September
Ligplaats Amsterdam An exhibition about architecture on water, including concepts for floating theatres,
motorways, churches and more, as well as exploration
of future possibilities of maritime architecture. There’s
even an outdoor part of the exhibition, where one can
admire yet-to-be-realised projects, too. ARCAM (TuesFri 10.00-17.00, Sat, Sun 13.00-17.00), opens Saturday,
until 26 August
Stephan J Englisch Solo exhibition for a photographer who wanders through the night looking for just
the right image, usually employing five- to 55-minutelong exposures of quiet (night)time. Galerie Bart
(Thur, Fri 11.00-18.00, Sat 12.00-17.00), opens Saturday, closing Thursday

Charlotte Salomon: Work in Progress Rarely and
never seen works by Salomon, including reverse sides
as well as individual sketches which she made for her
series of over 800 gouaches, Life? or Theatre? Joods
Historisch Museum (Daily 11.00-17.00), opens Friday,
until 16 September

Corneille
Graduation Show VAV
Graduation Show VAV Large exhibition for the 25member graduating class of Rietveld’s Voorheen
Audio Visueel department. W139 (Daily 11.00-19.00),
opens Friday, until 1 July
JR: Face to Face Diverse works by the French photographer and street artist who displays his works on
walls all over cities. In his first Dutch exhibition, JR will
be showing intriguing portraits in very large formats,
inside and outside Foam, as well as in the streets
around you. See article p.21. Foam (Sat-Wed 10.0018.00, Thur, Fri 10.00-21.00), opens Friday, until 2
September
Sarah Bernhardt: The Art of High Drama An exhibition about the first international superstar. In the
course of an astonishing career that spanned 60
years, Bernhardt became the West’s leading tragedienne. Her name became synonymous with acting and
continued to cast a spell on players and audiences
throughout the world long after her death in 1923.
Besides paintings, photos, clothes and Art Nouveau
theatre posters, the collection presents personal possessions, a recording of her voice and fragments of
films in which she appeared. Joods Historisch Museum (Daily 11.00-17.00), opens Friday, until 16
September
act Group exhibition focussing on the ‘process of
doing’ with visual artist Célio Braga (Brazil), fashion
designer Maaike Gottschal, jewellery maker Jeannette
Jansen, and film-maker/visual artists Claudia Lisboa
and Remco Veenbrink. Huis Rechts (opens May 13
17.00-19.00), opens Saturday, until 14 July
De kunst van het verleiden You can’t run and you
can’t hide—ads are everywhere, and they will have an
influence on you, like it or not. This exhibition about

Corneille: Some of These Days Celebrating the 85th
birthday of Corneille, one of the most sparkling artists
of the CoBrA movement—and one of the longest surviving members of the ‘CoBrA Three’. Alongside his
paintings, the exhibition displays photographs and
film portraits of the artists. CoBrA Museum (Tues-Sun
11.00-17.00), opens Tuesday, until 30 September
Aernout Overbeeke Often dark photographs of the
natural landscapes, still lifes and indigenous people
Overbeeke encountered while in Masaï, Afrika. Galerie
Rademakers Tue-Sun 11.00-17.30, opens Wednesday,
until 19 August

Museums
De Engelse Kerk op het Begijnhof: 1607-2007 Exhibition marking the 400th anniversary of the English
Reformed Church. Amsterdams Historisch Museum
(Mon-Fri 10.00-17.00, Sat, Sun 11.00-17.00), closing
Sunday
Raimond Wouda: School The photographs in this
exhibition were taken at secondary schools in the
Netherlands. Yet remarkable is Wouda’s conscious
choice to avoid capturing images from classes,
instead focusing on places where the pupils relax
between lessons. Foam (Sat-Wed 10.00-18.00, Thur,
Fri 10.00-21.00), closing Sunday
World Press Photo Exhibition of winning photos from
the 2006 World Press Photo competition, including
Photo of the Year, the image of Lebanese youth driving through a bombed neighbourhood by US
photographer Spencer Platt. The Oude Kerk features
Platt in an additional exhibition, and also shows the
collection Africa=Hot!, which examines climate
change in Africa. Oude Kerk (Mon-Sat 10.30-17.30,
Sun 13.00-17.30, closing Sunday
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Testimony One of the most influential—and published—photojournalists, Nachtwey has spent more
than 20 years visiting crisis areas like Rwanda,
Afghanistan, Bosnia and Northern Ireland. This exhibition reflects his sense of responsibility to give a voice
to victims. Foam (Sat-Wed 10.00-18.00, Thur, Fri
10.00-21.00), closing Wednesday
Awoiska van der Molen: Maintained Ground Van
der Molen photographs in and around cities that lack
liveliness, to the point of leaving one feeling uncomfortable. These works show an awkward world that has
a strange atmosphere, carrying a theatrical tension.
Foam (Sat-Wed 10.00-18.00, Thur, Fri 10.00-21.00),
closing Wednesday
In dienst van de stad A look at the architecture and
urban design of Amsterdam, Den Haag and Rotterdam, in particular examining how the three cities have
come up with such varying solutions and developments. Zuiderkerk (Mon-Fri 09.00-16.00, Sat
12.00-16.00), until 22 June
Van Gogh’s Friends This print room exhibition features drawings by artists from Van Gogh’s circle of
friends. These include painters who later acquired
fame, including Paul Gauguin and Henri ToulouseLautrec, but also others who unjustly remained lesser
known, such as Hans Olaf Heyerdahl and Meijer de
Haan. Van Gogh Museum (Mon-Thur, Sat, Sun 10.0018.00, Fri 10.00-22.00), until 8 July
Pantelis Makkas: Daywatch / Nightwatch Two
recent video installations: Blinds and Man About
Crowd. Recently a resident at De Ateliers, the artist
makes use of multiple screens and digital manipulations to disorient the viewer. Stedelijk Museum Bureau
Amsterdam (Tues-Sun 11.00-17.00), until 8 July
Lise Sarfati: La Vie Nouvelle In 2003, photographer
Sarfati journeyed through the US, capturing young
adults in the context of their solitary lives in towns such
as Austin, Oakland, Los Angeles, Portland and New
Orleans, finding connections with her subjects in their
everyday spaces and situations—bedrooms, backyards, kitchens and grocery stores. Featuring a
selection of colour photographs from recent work,
there’s also a slide show of 70 images accompanied by
‘Candie McKenzie’ from British electronic duo Death in
Vegas. Foam (Sat-Wed 10.00-18.00, Thur, Fri 10.0021.00), until 8 July
Summer in the Church While the winter programmes
offer magnificent glances into distant cultures and
insights into world religions, the Nieuwe Kerk offers up
a summery alternative: a programme paying tribute to
the church as a special monument in its own right,
with many local treasures to admire. Nieuwe Kerk
(Daily 10.00-17.00), until 16 July
Maskerdansers in Malawi A series of portraits by
Canadian photographer Douglas Curran, who
immersed himself in the culture of the Chewa peoples
of Malawi, eventually gaining entry to the brotherhood
that guards the Nyau—their ancestral spirit entities.
Over the period, he captured the masks, costumes
and rituals of the people on film. Tropenmuseum (Daily 10.00-17.00), until 23 July
Light of Zeeland In the early 20th century, the resort
of Domburg in Zeeland had a strong appeal for wellknown Dutch artists like Jan Toorop, Jacoba van
Heemskerck and Piet Mondriaan. This exhibition
shows how the area sparked one of the most important developments in Mondriaan’s career, with its
unparalleled light, rugged dunes and ancient woods.
Gemeentemuseum (Tues-Sun 11.00-17.00), Den
Haag, until 5 August
Genesis An examination of the similarities between
art and science. While the two fields may have entirely
different objectives, the results of their work on information look remarkably alike. Participating artists and
scientists include Ad Dekkers, Mark Dion, Edo Dooijes,
Erwin Driessens & Maria Verstappen, Charles & Ray
Eames, Ed Emschwiller and George Gessert, amongst
others. Centraal Museum (Tues-Thur, Sat, Sun 12.0017.00, Fri 12.00-21.00), Utrecht, until 12 August
The Apocalypse of Max Beckmann A nice companion to the collection on display at the Van Gogh
Museum, this series features 27 lithographs from the
German Expressionist, all inspired by the Biblical
apocalypse. Featured are two versions: the series of
original lithographs in black and white and the
lithographs that Beckmann himself painted in watercolours. Bijbels Museum (Mon-Sat 10.00-17.00, Sun
11.00-17.00), until 19 August
Max Beckmann in Amsterdam, 1937-1947 An extensive retrospective of the work produced by the artist
during his years in Amsterdam. One of the most distinguished German artists of the 20th century,
Beckmann fled to the city in 1937 after the Nazis had
labelled his paintings Entartete Kunst. His works bear
witness to his interest in the world of cabaret, Dutch
landscape and life in Amsterdam, and works featured
here include the four impressive triptychs ‘Carnival’,
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‘Acrobats’, ‘The Actors’ and ‘Perseus’. Van Gogh
Museum (Sat-Thur 10.00-18.00, Fri 10.00-22.00), until
19 August
Jonathan Meese: Jonathan Rockford (Don’t Call
Back Please) One of German art’s rising stars, Meese
will install a contemporary wunderkammer on the first
floor of De Appel, featuring paintings, murals, drawings, assemblages, objects, collages, photos, pictures
from magazines, posters and painted texts on the
walls. De Appel (Tues-Sun 11.00-18.00), until 19
August
Dutch Eyes The relocated photography museum
reopens with a broad overview of Dutch photography.
Nederlands Fotomuseum (Tues-Fri 10.00-17.00, Sat,
Sun 11.00-17.00), Rotterdam, until 26 August
Fashion Palaces 1880-1960 The emergence of the
first chic fashion houses in Amsterdam at the end of
the 19th century is the focal point of the exhibition.
Grandeur and temptation typify the atmosphere of
these magnificent, luxurious Amsterdam fashion
houses and department stores. From that time the
Dutch elite could buy fashionable French clothes not
only in Paris and Brussels, but also in Amsterdam—
from huge, impressive shops with illuminated
windows. Amsterdams Historisch Museum (Mon-Fri
10.00-17.00, Sat, Sun 11.00-17.00), until 26 August
The Strength of Hair Two installations by contemporary visual artists looking at the important symbolic
function of hair. Artists include Monica Blok, Hadas
Itzkovitch and Martie van der Loo. Bijbels Museum
(Mon-Sat 10.00-17.00, Sun 11.00-17.00), until 26 August
Facing Death Drawings by Antwerp artist Eugeen van
Mieghem (1875-1930) of his great love and muse
Augustine Pautre. Even though she’d taken ill with
tuberculosis in 1904, Van Mieghem continued to draw
her, capturing her physical decline, much in the same
way that Rembrandt had poignantly drawn his dying
wife Saskia van Uylenburgh. Rembrandthuis (Daily
10.00-17.00), until 26 August
Le Corbusier He’s by far the most famous, and
according to many, the most important architect and
urban designer of the 20th century, but he was also a
painter, sculptor, photographer and textile designer. In
this first major retrospective since 1987, more than
450 original drawings, models, paintings, tapestries,
films, photographs, sculptures, items of furniture and
interiors will be exhibited together to demonstrate the
strength and influence of Le Corbusier. Nederlands
Architectuurinstituut (Tues-Sat 10.00-17.00, Sun 11.0017.00), Rotterdam, until 2 September
3rd International Architecture Biennale Rotterdam
Who and what will define the future of our cities and
what role can architects play in this? The IABR brings
together architects, urban designers, theorists, students, developers, policy makers and politicians from
home and abroad to tear apart preconceived notions
of architecture and to look to the future. Among the
many special events, three exhibitions are central to
the festival: Visionary Power (Kunsthal), New Dutch
City (Kunsthal) and A Better World—Another Power
(NAi). See www.iabr.nl. Various locations in Rotterdam various times, Rotterdam, until 2 September
Aan de Amsterdamse Grachten Marking the opening
of the Museum of Bags and Purses in its new idyllic
location, an overview of exhibitions from the past ten
years is featured alongside the permanent collections
of bags and purses. Tassenmuseum Hendrikje (Daily
10.00-17.00), until 9 September
Persia The St Petersburg Hermitage lends some of its
dazzling collection of Persian art to Amsterdam. This
exhibition includes antiquities of the Islamic period all
through the end of the Qajar dynasty in 1925. Hermitage Amsterdam (Daily 10.00-17.00), until 16
September
Amsterdam in de wereld—De wereld in Amsterdam A collection of immensely rare treasures owned
by the Universiteit van Amsterdam, including handwritten scriptures, printed books, pictures and objects.
UvA: Special Collections Library (Mon-Fri 09.30-17.00),
until 16 September
The Present—The Monique Zajfen Collection New
contemporary artworks that have been added to The
Monique Zajfen Collection since 2006. Focusing on
the human figure and spanning a range of disciplines,
the works in this exhibition explore various aspects of
the human condition. Artists include Marlene Dumas,
Thomas Schütte, Neo Rauch, Wilhelm Sasnal, Mike
Kelley, Pawel Althamer, Paul Graham, Eija-Liisa Ahtila,
Lisa Yuskavage and George Condo. Stedelijk Museum
CS (Daily 10.00-18.00), until 16 September
Oud Zeer Drawings and animations by Joep
Bertrams, best known for his political commentaries in
Het Parool. Persmuseum (Tues-Fri 10.00-17.00, Sun
12.00-17.00), until 23 September
To See or Not to See Hortus celebrates the 300th
birthday of Carl Linnaeus, the most famous botanist

Street artist/photographer arrives with
portraits of Israelis and Palestinians
doing the same thing: goofing off.

FUNNY FACES FROM
PRECARIOUS PLACES
PHOTOGRAPHY
Face2Face
Foam, until 2 September.
By Mark Wedin

‘We were only arrested in Hebron—for
five hours. After that, we were not
allowed back into the city, but we could
still move around the country. I was ready
to get arrested and sent back home,
because we had no authorisation, nothing, but we just went through the whole
thing without any problem. This is the
amazing thing, and it really demystifies
the whole place.’
French photographer and street
artist JR is still beaming about his adventures in Palestine and Israel a few
months ago. He and friend Marco travelled around the neighbouring countries,
meeting ordinary people on the streets—
hairdressers, teachers, actors, taxi
drivers—and asked if they could take
very close portraits of them. It was for
their project Face2Face, which documents people on both sides of the border
who have the same occupation.
‘We wanted to do something for the
people by the people,’ says JR. ‘That’s
why we didn’t want permission from anybody. We just wanted to do it. If we had
permission from any kind of government
agency on one side, probably the people

on the other side would not cooperate.’
After explaining their intentions, 41 out of
the 45 people they met agreed to participate, each one, as instructed, making
silly, exaggerated faces into the camera:
big eyes, enormous smiles, puffy cheeks,
you name it.
JR then posted enormous, eight-metrehigh prints of each Israeli/Palestinian
pair—plus a triptych with a rabbi, a priest,
and a sheikh—on the Israeli security border wall and throughout towns on each
side, including Jerusalem, Bethlehem,
Ramallah, Hebron, Abu Dis, Tel Aviv and
Haifa. Naturally, this attracted the attention of newspapers worldwide but, more
importantly, it attracted attention from the
people who lived there. ‘It was a huge
reaction,’ says JR. ‘That’s why we made a
book and a film about it. And the book will
be presented for the first time in Amsterdam.’
Along with the book, JR arrives for an
exhibition at Foam, where his huge prints
will be posted in and around the building,
and in various unavoidable spots
throughout town.
‘For this exhibition, I want it to be a
bit spatial. I didn’t want it to be all inside
the museum. There will be five different
spots [in the city] where you can see different portraits, but only when you get
inside the museum can you learn and see
who those people are.’
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ever, who wrote his major works in Amsterdam. Hortus
Botanicus (Mon-Fri 09.00-17.00, Sat, Sun 10.00-17.00),
until 30 September
Liberation Music: Songs After Five Years of Occupation A musical memorial to the emotional release
that followed the end of the occupation in 1945.
Verzetsmuseum (Tues-Fri 10.00-17.00, Sat-Mon 12.0017.00), until 30 September
Yoshitomo Nara The first ever solo show to be held in
any European museum by Yoshitomo Nara, one of
today’s leading Japanese artists. As a representative
of the Japanese pop art of the ’90s, he gained worldwide fame with seductive figurative paintings,
drawings and sculptures, all executed in a deliberately
elementary style. The emphasis in this collection will
be on recent work, most of it produced especially for
the occasion. GEM (Tues-Sun 12.00-18.00), Den Haag,
until 7 October
Scenes and Traces A lengthy exhibition focussing on
three parts of the Stedelijk Museum collection: design,
video and photography. Stedelijk Museum CS (Daily
10.00-18.00), until 25 November
Grande Sertao A blend of photography Brazilian culture, literature and poetry, after Mark Nozeman and
Marcelo Greco made a photographic journey through
the Sertão—the provinces of Minas Gerais and Bahia
in Brazil. Tropenmuseum (Daily 10.00-17.00), until 27
January 2008

Galleries
Amanda Besl In this exhibition entitled I Want to be
the Girl With the Most Cake, Besl creates oil paintings
that capture both the documentary quality of photography and the language of fashion photography.
Artspace Witzenhausen (Thur-Sat 12.00-18.00), closing Saturday
Takako Hamano: Satchan is Swinging in a Bamboo Forest New drawings from the Japanese artist,
assembled as a large constellation of mural drawings, video, music and installations. Yoshiko
Matsumoto Gallery (Wed-Sat 13.30-18.30), closing
Saturday

14-20 June 2007
2007: An Aerosol Odyssey Meet the current and
next generation of artists from the street. 20 artists
from Amsterdam’s subculture have been invited to
show works, including photographers, graffiti writers,
fashion designers and street artists. ABC Treehouse
(Thur-Sun 13.00-18.00), until 24 June
Water=Life An installation on the Amstel by Marlijn
Franken made from West-African drink water bags.
Indoors, a photo exhibition details the history of the
bags. Buitenplaats Wester-Amstel (Thur-Sun 12.0016.30), Amstelveen, until 24 June
5 P.O. BOX: 5 Person Osmosis Box Five artists
(Isabel Cordeiro, Inge van der Ven, Nanna Lahn,
Menso Groeneveld and Aquil Copier) share a production space. So called ‘artworks’, are scattered
around it, randomly placed where space allows for
storage. Its these informal borders that define a
sort of communication network between the five
artists and their individual processes. An unconscious osmosis takes place between the five and
its potential is explored in this exhibition.
W139/Basement (Thur-Sun 13.00 -18.00), until 24
June
Rob Voerman: Neighbours A solo exhibition featuring installations, sculptures and graphic works.
Upstream Gallery (Wed-Sat 12.00-18.00), until 30
June
Armando Andrade Tudela Film, installation and
drawings. Annet Gelink Gallery (Tues-Fri 10.00-18.00,
Sat 13.00-18.00), until 30 June
Martha Colburn New films from the self-taught American film-maker. Galerie Diana Stigter (Wed-Sat
12.00-18.00), until 30 June
Malerie Marder: Nine A solo exhibition of new photographs by Los Angeles-based artist Malerie Marder.
Comprised of nine large-scale photographs, it presents a narrative of pregnancy, examining the
inherent physicality, sensuality and psychology of the
subject matter. Galerie Gabriel Rolt (Wed-Sat 12.0018.00), until 30 June

De Mamma’s en de Pappa’s A group exhibition consisting of 22 professional photographers showing
portraits of their parents. Amsterdams Centrum voor
Fotografie (Thur-Sat 13.00-17.00), closing Saturday
Forever England Photographs by London-based artist
Liam Bailey of Bekonscot, the world’s oldest model village. Gallery Vassie (Wed-Sat 13.00-18.00), closing
Saturday
Astrid Oudheusden: Americans, Not a Thousand
Dutch painter Astrid Oudheusden presents a series of
portraits of inhabitants of the United States, a nation
that has held her fascination since she was a child.
Beeldend Gesproken (Wed, Thur 13.30-18.00, Sat
14.00-17.00), closing Saturday
UitZicht An ArtWalk Amsterdam presentation that
will guide you through a selection of studios, homes
and gardens in the Westerpark area. Curated by
Guda Koster and Matthijs Muller, the tour incorporates artists such as Hamid El Kanbouhi, Aam
Solleveld, Jans Muskee, Linda Molenaar, Wim
Bosch, Jan Theun van Rees, Frank Mandersloot,
Paul de Reus, among others. To see route or download the accompanying audio tour see
www.artwalkamsterdam.nl. Van Hallstraat 51 (Daily), closing Sunday
Stanley Donwood & Dr Tchock: Department of
Reclusive Paranoia Best known for his work with
Radiohead—Donwood has been providing artwork for
the band since the release of My Iron Lung in 1994—
this exhibition features original paintings and prints he
has produced over the years. V!P’s International Art
Galleries (Tues-Sun 12.00-18.00), Rotterdam, closing
Sunday
Vrije Ruimten Zuidas The national and international
artists who recently took up residency in the Zuidas to
live and work are reconvening to show their work and
present their conclusions. Platform 21 (Wed-Sun
12.00-19.00), closing Sunday
Landshaft Artworks by Ursula Engel and Roel Backaert. Plan B (Sat, Sun 13.00-17.00), closing Sunday
Kleur Colourful textile explosions from the duo Stefan
Scholten and Carole Baijings. Galerie Binnen (WedSat 12.00-18.00), until 23 June

Paradiso in Fantasio
Paradiso in Fantasio! Classic posters for Paradiso
gigs in the ’70s and ’80s by London-born artist Martin
Kaye (1932-1989). Nationaal Pop Instituut, Fantasio
zaal (Mon-Fri 10.00-17.00), until 1 July
Prix de Rome.nl 2007 Awarded annually to a
visual artist or architect under the age of 35, the
Prix de Rome always carries prestige. The actual
battle began last September, but now with the
entrants whittled down to a mere ten, you can
check out the entries from Sung Hwan Kim, Maartje
Korstanje, Alon Levin, Pablo Pijnappel and Maaike
Schoorel. The only catch is, for the first time ever,
the remaining finalists are being shown at Witte de
With in Rotterdam, so some travelling is needed to
catch it all. De Appel (Tues-Sun 11.00-18.00), until
1 July
Iran. Standstill or Awakening Focussed particularly on young women, this photographic series by Ulla
Kimmig provides an insight into modern-day Iran
and its many facets, including the religious beliefs,
cultural groups and contemporary living. Melkweg
Galerie (Wed-Sun 13.00-20.00), until 1 July

50 Jaar Espace II Part two of the 50th anniversary
celebrations, featuring selected works from artists
who’ve been exhibited there. Galerie Espace (WedSat 13.00-18.00), until 23 June

Toon den Heijer New works by the Dutch painter. Feel
Gallery (Thur, Fri 12.00-19.00, Sat 11.00-19.00, Sun
12.00-18.00), until 1 July

ArtOlive Offline #3 Works by four young artists: Linda
Jansen (photography), Sabi van Hemert (sculptures),
Caroline de Bruijn (ceramics) and Simone Henken
(photography). ArtOlive (Mon-Fri 11.00-17.00, Sun
12.00-17.00), until 24 June

Uit en Thuis Diverse works by award-winning sculptor
Wendela Gevers Deynoot, who creates sculptures of
all shapes and sizes from materials such as wood,
stone, metal, plastic and paper, as well as some more
unusual sources. Galerie de Rietlanden (Sat, Sun
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13.00-17.00), until 2 July
Hot and New Featuring works by Maartje Korstanje
(sculptures), Yvonne Lacet (photography), Haukur
Oskarsson (photography), Lotte Geeven (drawings),
Jeroen Glas (sculptures) and Danielle van Vree (video
installations). Mart House (Thur-Sat 13.00-18.00), until
7 July
Carmilla Enter the realm of the vampire and feast on
the mythology, superstitions, lifestyle...blood. Featuring contemporary paintings, photography and other
presentations by Erica Stanga, Emilio Cejalvo, Miss
Magmin, Ketra, Hyde, Sonia Arata, Christian Zanotto
and Damian Boyall. Red Stamp Art Gallery (Tues-Sat
13.00-18.00), until 7 July
En Passant Getting photographic with some fantastic Dutch talents, including Paul Bogaers, Peter
Cleutjens, Hans Eijkelboom, Erik Fens, Gerard
Fieret, Arnoud Holleman, Theo Niekus, Paulien
Oltheten and Martine Stig & Vanessa van Dam. CBK
Dordrecht (Wed-Sat 12.00-17.00), Dordrecht, until 8
July
(In)visible Sounds In collaboration with the 5
Days Off music festival, this exhibition invites you
to explore the world of invisible technologies: electronic fields, radio waves, frequencies and air
pollution that surround us constantly. International
artists contributing works include Erich Berger,
David Haines & Joyce Hinterding, Theodore Watson, and Usman Haque & Rob Davis. Additions will
include seminars and live performances. Montevideo/Time Based Arts (Tues-Sat 13.00-18.00), until
14 July
Thomas Elshuis, Alex Jacobs New works by both
artists. Gist (Wed-Sat 13.00-17.30), until 14 July
Pom op het Menu A peak into the Suriname kitchen
and the history of pom. It may spark memories or
introduce you to new foodstuffs. Or it may just make
you hungry. But hopefully, along with the images,
there’ll be a chance to get involved and cook your
own. Imagine IC (Tues, Wed, Fri, Sat 11.00-17.00, Thur
11.00-21.00), until 15 July

Rah Crawford: A Sassy Nation ‘Hip folk’ is the theme
which inspires this latest batch of paintings from the
American artist. Studio Apart (Wed 10.00-18.00, Thur
10.00-21.00, Fri 10.00-18.00, Sat 12.00-17.00), until 15
July
Air Polluter An interactive smell exhibition which
allows the visitor to decide how much they wish to pollute the air—both with nice smells and nasty. De
Brakke Grond (Mon 13.00-18.00, Tues-Fri 10.00-20.30,
Sat 13.00-20.30, Sun 13.00-17.00), until 15 July
Het Licht van Tunesië Multimedia installation by
Maarten Rens and Anita Mizrahi. De Levante (WedSun 13.00-17.30), until 22 July
The Colour of the Maghreb: Morocco Old culture
meets contemporary art in this group exhibition celebrating artists of Morocco. Contributors include
Youssouf Elalamy, Abbtoy, Dounia El Yassem and
Shishunk. De Levante (Wed-Sun 13.00-17.30), until 22
July
Spirit of the Wild Following on from the successful
Earth From Above outdoor exhibitions by Yann ArthusBertrand, huge prints by South African photographer
Steve Bloom are going public in Amsterdam, showing
dazzling shots of the planet’s wildlife. Westermarkt
(Daily), until 24 July
Zomerexpositie In for the summer, 14 artists present
their newest artworks. GO Gallery (Wed-Sat 12.0018.00, Sun 13.00-17.00), until 5 August
Cristóbal Hara: An Imaginary Spaniard An exploration of the perceived cultural identity of Spain, by
native photographer Hara. Huis Marseille (Tues-Sun
11.00-18.00), until 26 August
Han Singels: Polder Holland Following in the footsteps of Paulus Potter, Aelbert Cuyp, Gerard Bilders
and Willem Roelofs, Indonesian photography Han Singels has trekked for years through the polders of North
Holland, the riverbanks of Gelderland and the pastures
of Utrecht. All in order to photograph cows in these
magnificent landscapes. Huis Marseille (Tues-Sun
11.00-18.00), until 26 August
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EVENTS
Thursday 14 June
Debate: Nieuw Amsterdam in Aanbouw Tjeerd Herrema (Wethouder Wonen and Verkeer) discusses
plans for ‘problem neighbourhoods’ Nieuwendam
Noord, Osdorp Midden Noord and De Indische Buurt
in Oost. Participants include Marcel Wiegman (Het
Parool), Jeroen Singelenberg (SEV programming
director), and Dirk Visser (Opbouwwerk Amsterdam
Noord), among others. Reservations are recommended. In Dutch. De Rode Hoed, 20.00, free
Lecture: Understanding the Palestinian-Israeli
Conflict: A Primer Phyllis Bennis discusses the fundamentals in her book regarding the origins of the
region’s conflict, how it has developed and how, with
aggressive media, it is fought by powerful lobbies.
ABC Treehouse, 20.30, free

Friday 15 June
Symposium: Personal Structures: Time-SpaceExistence The first of three travelling symposiums,
this focuses on ‘time’ before delving into ‘space’ in
New York and ‘existence’ in Tokyo. Various art historians and artists will discuss and present artworks. See
www.personalstructures.org. Arti et Amicitiae, 11.0018.00, €15 per day, €20 for both days. Until Saturday
16 June
Literature: Classic Exile Literature Part of the Beckmann series at the Van Gogh, this programme, offers
a historical view of Amsterdam as a city for literary and
philosophic exiles throughout the centuries. Van Gogh
Museum, 20.00, €10
Open Tuinen Dagen Peek behind the facades and
into the greenery. See Short List. Various locations
and times, €12

Saturday 16 June
Event: Groen Hart Logies Open Day Celebrating the
five-year anniversary and the tenth farm in the Groen
Hart with vacation apartments and hotel rooms. See
what’s been built in our green centre, milk a cow, eat
some freshly made cheese and put your kid on a
pony. Boerderij 3K, Rijnsaterwoude 11.00-16.00, free
with minimum €9 meal purchase
Party: Nachtkracht 2 More bands, artists, DJs and
creative party going types than you can fit in your
pocket. BG, 21.00-05.00, €5, free before 22.00
Festival: Houtfestival World music, jazz, theatre and
performing arts outside in a park. See www.houtfestival.nl. Haarlemmerhoutpark, Haarlem, various times,
free. Until Sunday 17 June

Sunday 17 June
Festival: Utrecht Over Utrecht Artists and creative
types take their city as inspiration. See Short List. Louis
Hartloper Complex, Utrecht 10.00-22.00, free
Festival: Roots Open Air The big day-long kick-off
event for the festival. If it’s anything like previous
years, expect lots of live world music on seven different podia, flavourful food and satisfying beverages (try
the Ethiopian coconut beer!) See www.amsterdamroots.nl and Short List. Oosterpark, 12.00-22.00, free
Event: Multiculturele Brunch Chassébuurt A chance
for the neighbourhood residents to eat and greet,
along with a separate program for the kids. Interested
in bringing your own dish to share, play music or read
a story? Call Mr H Boulachioukh 06 48431706 or Ms F
Haddaoui 0618424332. De Baarsjes, 13.00-18.00, free
Classical: Vaderdagfeest Two orchestras without
strings—the Jong Excelsior, with 50 players aged
twelve-25, and the Groot Excelsior, with 60 elder musicians—play windy symphonic music especially for
fathers. Afterwards, family activities are organised with
plenty of prizes to be won. Westergasfabriek, 14.0017.00, free

Wednesday 20 June
Book Presentation Ian Bone, founder of the Class
War British Anarchist group, reads from his new book
Bash the Rich. Attendees are advised to leave their
bling-bling at home. Waterstones, 19.00, free
Literature/Music: The Power of Plots—Avond van
het Spannende Boek June is the month of the written
thriller, and tonight, the first of a planned annual
event, is the big night of the month, boasting live

words from writer Saskia Noort, winner of the Gouden
Strop 2007 for best Dutch language thriller. See Short
List. Melkweg, 20.00, €15 + membership
Sport: Amsterdamn AM Three-day long amateur
skateboarding competition, with the main events held
at the spacious indoor skatepark at NDSM. Also a couple of live bands from California and a skate video
premier from Volcom. See www.skateparkamsterdam.nl. Various locations and times and times, free to
watch until Friday 22 June

ADDRESSES
Art Bakery Groen van Prinstererstraat 80H, 06 2880 2433
11 Oosterdokskade 3-5, 625 5999
ABC Treehouse Voetboogstraat 11, 423 0967
Allard Pierson Museum Oude Turfmarkt 127, 525 2556
Amsterdams Centrum voor Fotografie Bethaniënstraat 9,
622 4899
Amsterdams Historisch Museum Kalverstraat 92, 523
1822
Annet Gelink Gallery Laurierstraat 187-189, 330 2066
De Appel Nieuwe Spiegelstraat 10, 625 5651
ARCAM Prins Hendrikkade 600, 620 4878
Arti et Amicitiae Rokin 112, 624 5134
ArtOlive Polonceaukade 17, 675 8504
Artspace Witzenhausen Hazenstraat 60, 644 9898
De Baarsjes Filips van Amondestraat 12
Badcuyp 1e Sweelinckstraat 10, 675 9669
Beeldend Gesproken Borgerstraat 102, 612 1847
Bethaniënklooster Barndesteeg 6, 625 0078
BG Post CS, Oosterdokskade 5, 626 2256
Bijbels Museum Herengracht 366-368, 624 2436
Bimhuis Piet Heinkade 3, 788 2150
Blijburg Bert Haanstrakade 2004, 416 0330
Boerderij 3K Woudsedijk Noord 2, Rijnsaterwoude,
0172534769
De Brakke Grond Nes 45, 626 6866
Buitenplaats Wester-Amstel Amsteldijk-Noord 55,
Amstelveen
Cafe Oranje-Nassau Nassaukade 151, 020 618 3497
Café Pakhuis Wilhelmina Veemkade 576, 419 3368
Café Sappho Vijzelstraat 103, 423 1509
De Cameleon 3e Kostverlorenkade 35, 489 4656
Carré Amstel 115-125, 524 9452
CBK Dordrecht Voorstraat 180, Dordrecht, 078 631 4689
Centraal Museum Nicolaaskerkhof, Utrecht, 030 236 2362
Club 8 Admiraal de Ruyterweg 56B, 685 1703
CoBrA Museum Sandbergplein 1-3, Amstelveen, 547 5050
Compagnietheater Kloveniersburgwal 50, 520 5320
Concertgebouw Concertgebouwplein 2-6, 671 8345
Consortium Veemkade 570, 06 2611 8950
CREA Café Turfdraagsterpad 17, 525 1423
Cruise Inn Zuiderzeeweg 29, 692 7188
DanceStreet 1e Rozendwarsstraat 10, 489 7676
English Reformed Church Begijnhof 48, 624 9665
Escape Rembrandtplein 11, 622 1111
Feel Gallery Frans Halsstraat 40
Flex Bar Pazzanistraat 1, 486 2123
Foam Keizersgracht 609, 551 6546
Frascati Nes 63, 626 6866
Galerie Bart Bloemgracht 2, 320 6208
Galerie Binnen Keizersgracht 82, 625 9603
Galerie de Rietlanden Rietlandpark 193, 419 4705
Galerie Diana Stigter Hazenstraat 17, 624 2361
Galerie Espace Keizersgracht 548, 624 0802
Galerie Gabriel Rolt Elandsgracht 34, 785 5146
Galerie Rademakers Prinsengracht 570-572, 6225496
Gallery Vassie 1e Tuindwarsstraat 16, 489 4042
GEM Stadhouderslaan 43, Den Haag, 070 338 1133
Gemeentemuseum Stadhouderslaan 41, Den Haag, 070
338 1111
Gist Veemkade 364
GO Gallery Prinsengracht 64, 422 9580
Haarlemmerhoutpark, Haarlem
Heineken Music Hall ArenA Boulevard 590, 0900 300
1250
Hermitage Amsterdam Nieuwe Herengracht 14, 530 8751
Hortus Botanicus Plantage Middenlaan 2A, 625 9021
Hotel Arena ’s-Gravesandestraat 51, 850 2400
Huis Marseille Keizersgracht 401, 531 8989
Huis Rechts Vinkenstraat 154
Hup Gallery Tesselschadestraat 15, 515 8589
Imagine IC Bijlmerplein 1006-1008, 489 4866
Jimmy Woo Korte Leidsedwarsstraat 18, 626 3150
Joods Historisch Museum Jonas Daniel Meijerplein 2-4,
531 0310
KHL Koffiehuis Oostelijke Handelskade 44, 779 1575
KIT Tropentheater Mauritskade 63, 568 8711
De Kleine Komedie Amstel 56-58, 624 0534
De Levante Hobbemastraat 28, 671 5485
Lexion Avenue Overtoom 65, Westzaan, 0900-BelLexion
Louis Hartloper Complex Tolsteegbrug 1, Utrecht, 030
2320450
Maloe Melo Lijnbaansgracht 163, 420 4592

Mart House Prinsengracht 529, 627 5187
Melkweg Lijnbaansgracht 234A, 531 8181
Melkweg Galerie Marnixstraat 409, 531 8181
Melkweg Lijnbaansgracht 234a
Melkweg, The Max Lijnbaansgracht 234a, 531 8181
MKZ 1e Schinkelstraat 16
Montevideo/Time Based Arts Keizersgracht 264, 623 7101
Muziekgebouw Piet Heinkade 1, 788 2010
Het Muziektheater Amstel 3, 625 5455
Nationaal Pop Instituut, Fantasio zaal Prins Hendrikkade
142, 428 4288
Nederlands Architectuurinstituut Museumpark 25, Rotterdam, 010 440 1200
Nederlands Fotomuseum Wilhelminakade 332, Rotterdam, 010 213 2011
Nieuwe Kerk entrance on the Dam, 638 6909
OCCII Amstelveenseweg 134, 671 7778
Odeon Singel 460, 624 9711
OT301 Overtoom 301, 779 4913
Oude Kerk Oudekerksplein 23, 625 8284
P60 Stadsplein 100A, Amstelveen, 023 345 3445
Pacific Parc Polonceaukade 23, 488 7778
Panama Oostelijke Handelskade 4, 311 8680
Paradiso Weteringschans 6-8, 626 4521
Patronaat Zijlsingel 2, Haarlem, 023 517 5858
Persmuseum Zeeburgerkade 10, 692 8810
Pianola Museum Westerstraat 106, 627 9624
Plan B2 Herengracht 32
Platform 21 Prinses Irenestraat 19, 344 9449
The Powerzone Spaklerweg, 681 8866
PRIK Spuistraat 109, 06 4544 2321
Red Stamp Art Gallery Rusland 22, 420 8684
Rembrandthuis Jodenbreestraat 4, 520 0400
De Rode Hoed Keizersgracht 102, 638 5606
Rozentheater Rozengracht 117, 620 7953
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Saarein Elandsstraat 119, 623 4901
Sinners Wagenstraat 3-7, 620 1375
Skek Zeedijk 4-8, 427 0551
Stadsschouwburg Leidseplein 26, 624 2311
Stedelijk Bureau Amsterdam Rozenstraat 59, 422 0471
Stedelijk Museum CS Oosterdokskade 5, 573 2911
Studio 80 Rembrandtplein 70, 521 8333
Studio Apart Prinsengracht 715, 422 2748
Sugar Factory Lijnbaansgracht 238, 627 0008
Tassenmuseum Hendrikje Herengracht 573, 524 6452
Theater Bellevue Leidsekade 90, 530 5301
Tropenmuseum Linnaeusstraat 2, 568 8200
Tropentheater, Kleine Zaal Linnaeusstraat 2, 568 8500
Under the Grand Chapiteau Next to ArenA, 621 1288
Universiteitstheater, UvA Nieuwe Doelenstraat 16-18, 525
2997
Upstream Gallery Kromme Waal 11, 428 4284
UvA: Special Collections Library Oude Turfmarkt 129, 525
2141
V!P's International Art Galleries Van Vollenhovenstraat
15, Rotterdam, 010 225 1120
Van Gogh Museum Paulus Potterstraat 7, 570 5200
Verzetsmuseum Plantage Kerklaan 61, 620 2535
Volta Houtmankade 334-336, 628 6429
Vondelpark Openluchttheater, 673 1499
W139 Warmoesstraat 139, 622 9434
W139/Basement Oosterdokskade 5, 06 2427 6657
Waterstones Kalverstraat 152, 638 3821
Westergasfabriek Haarlemmerweg 8-10, 586 0710
Wolf & Pack 232 Spuistraat, 427 0786
Yoshiko Matsumoto Gallery Weteringschans 37, 06 1437
0995
Zaal 100 De Wittenstraat 100, 688 0127
Zuiderkerk Zuiderkerkhof 72, 552 7987
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Old fave
phoenix rises
Café De Gruyter
Van Limburg Stirumplein 4-8, 486 2887
Open Mon-Fri 08.00-01.00,
Sat, Sun 08.00-03.00
Cash, PIN, major credit cards
Many moons ago, the Stadsliedenbuurt boasted a
legend: the café named A Streetcar Named
Desire, or Tramlijn Begeerte, as they put it in the
native tongue. Located on Van Limburg Stirumplein, with a terrace overlooking the tram stop, it
was a great watering hole. Animals of every hue
came to refresh themselves in this oasis: old or
young, conservative or just plain weird, it made
no difference here.
It was a true neighbourhood spot. You could
devour breakfast or brunch, roll a spliff, and enjoy
the multicultural company. The food was good. No
one hassled anyone. Sadly, those halcyon days are
gone. Ownership changed hands and decline followed until, one day, the place stood abandoned.
A sorry reminder that time devours all.
Recently, however, rumour reached your
Glutton’s ears that the café had reopened again.
The phoenix had risen from the ashes. So, armed
with a sharp hungry grin, I wobbled forth to
check out the rumours myself.
Glutton mumbles into his tape-recorder:
‘Hello, hello. Testing... uh-hum... Ah yes. It’s on.
Take one, and: turn over. Hi friends! The terrace
outside has umbrellas. Hmm. Oh dear, road
works. Dust and noise. Ah, here we go. Through
the door...’
It’s very cosy inside. The sculpted bar has
been moved, and now faces the entrance. A big
plasma screen has been mounted for watching

THE
UNDERCOVER
GLUTTON
I found my choice a passionless bit of food, a mechanical put-together that needed flavour, depth and a bit
of artwork to bring it up to a more exciting level.
football games. Whoever designed the café used
the space to its best advantage. Plenty of money,
time and effort have been spent, to good effect.
Warm browns and greens colour the walls; there

are comfortable, fake croc-skin armchairs—very
nice to sink into.
The lunch menu is served between the
civilised hours of midday and 4pm. There are the
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usual sandwiches, toasties, uitsmijters etc. I had
a Club de Gruyter (€7.50), which comprised
rough brown bread topped with warm pastrami,
mature cheese, and a mustard and cornichon
sauce, bulked out with lettuce. My sandwich
lacked garnish, even a twee parsley sprig to decorate it. Overall it was OK, though I wasn’t
paralysed with pleasure. The pastrami was... pastrami; the mustard-cornichon sauce was a
liquidised joke, a mere dribble to lubricate the
lettuce. It lacked bite and had no oomph to it.
The mature cheese, though, did and the bread
was good and wholesome.
I found my choice a passionless bit of food, a
mechanical put-together that needed flavour,
depth and a bit of artwork to bring it up to a
more exciting level.
The dinner menu (served between 5.30pm
and 9pm) seemed more interesting. You get a
choice of three different starters—carpaccio, for
example, or smoked halibut salad with shrimps.
There’s a weekly changing soup (Dutch shrimp
bisque on my visit). The mains on this occasion
were grilled lamb cutlets, fish of the day (dorado), and entrecote with a tomato, veg and pepper
sauce. The vegetarians got a choice of homemade pasta, either spaghetti or tagliatelli, with
courgette and aubergine in a sun-dried tomato,
rocket and olive cream sauce with parmesan
cheese. The most expensive main (the steak)
was under €15. Be advised though, that supplementing your mains with salad, fries or
vegetables costs extra.
The attitude here is friendly and attentive,
to ensure that customers enjoy their visit and
keep coming back for the relaxed atmosphere.
There’s a table for backgammon and chess, magazines and cosy corners for têtes-à-têtes. It might
take a bit of time to woo the old Tramlijn buffers
back, but Cafe de Gruyter has lots of potential,
and your Glutton wishes them well.
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Ocean’s Thirteen

Venus

FILM

Edited by Julie Phillips.This week’s films reviewed
by Shyama Daryanani (SD), Angela Dress (AD),
Sven Gerrets (SG), René Glas (RG),Andrea Gronvall (AG), Luuk van Huët (LvH), JR Jones (JJ),
Dave Kehr (DK), Marie-Claire Melzer (MM), Vincent Moritz (VM), Mike Peek (MP), Gusta
Reijnders (GR), Jonathan Rosenbaum (JR) and
Bregtje Schudel (BS). All films are screened in
English with Dutch subtitles unless otherwise noted. Amsterdam Weekly recommends.

Festival
Camera Japan Trash, pink, gay and ’60s underground cinema from the land of sushi. See Short List.

New this week
Adam’s Apples Directed by Anders Thomas Jensen,
who might be the hottest thing from Denmark since
certain cartoons, this black comedy stars Mads
Mikkelsen, ‘the Danish Johnny Depp’, as Ivan, an
insanely optimistic preacher with severe problems
who rehabilitates ex-cons in his rural church. Adam
(Ulrich Thomsen), a recently released neo-Nazi,
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arrives to test his fate repeatedly, leading to a clash of
conflicting ideologies. Whether the film is moralistic or
nihilistic is anyone’s guess, but it didn’t garner a Silver
Scream Award at the AFFF for nothing, and the very
Scandinavian undercurrent of dark humour keeps the
film enjoyable and fresh during most of the running
time. In Danish with Dutch and French subtitles. (LvH)
94 min. Het Ketelhuis

Bes Vakit Director Reha Erdem strives for cinemat-

ic perfection and leaves social commentary under the
surface. See review, p. 26. In Turkish with Dutch subtitles. Rialto

Ocean’s Thirteen Directed by Steven Soderbergh,
Ocean’s Thirteen brings Danny Ocean (George
Clooney) and his pack of thieves back to that glamorous playground for adults, Las Vegas. But this time,
it’s personal. One of their own, Reuben Tishkoff (Elliott
Gould), winds up in the hospital after being swindled
by Willy Bank (Al Pacino). So, Danny and the gang are
out for revenge: clean out Bank’s finances and hit him
where it hurts the most, by ruining his chances of getting a Five Diamond Award for his latest hotel on the
Strip. Not just another sequel, this is one of the most
entertaining movies of the franchise so far: suave,
sleek and snappy. Includes eye candy. (SD) 122 min.
Pathé ArenA, Pathé De Munt, Pathé Tuschinski

Shrek the Third The big green babysitter is back, but
the charm has evaporated. Chris Miller and Raman
Hui directed; with the voices of Mike Myers, Eddie Murphy, Cameron Diaz and Antonio Banderas. (JJ)
Cinema Amstelveen, Pathé ArenA, Pathé De Munt

Venus Some great films have been made about the
love between an older man and a young woman:
Stanley Kubrick’s Lolita (1962) and Billy Wilder’s Love
in the Afternoon (1957), to name just two. Unfortunately, Venus is not such a great film. There is nothing
wrong with the story, by Hanif Kureishi, it’s just that the
supposed chemistry between Maurice (Peter O’Toole)
and Jessie (Jodie Whittaker) doesn’t come across.
Kureishi clearly modelled Jessie on Matt Lucas’ Vicky
Pollard (from the hilarious TV series Little Britain) and
Catherine Tate’s equally mouthy Lauren (‘Am I
bovvered?’) from The Catherine Tate Show. Yet portraying a troubled teenage girl takes a little more than
putting on a pink sweater and eating crisps. Whittaker’s Jessie simply isn’t as convincing as her comic
counterparts on television. The scenes with O’Toole
and his ex-wife (Vanessa Redgrave) however, are very
moving. If only there had been more of those. (MM)
95 min. Cinecenter, The Movies

Still playing
Anche libero va bene Italian family drama from Kim
Rossi Stuart, told from the point of view of an elevenyear-old boy whose mother disappears for weeks at a
time, and whose father (played by Rossi Stuart) struggles to hold the family together. The Movies
Azuloscurocasinegro A bittersweet coming-of-age
drama set in contemporary Madrid, where Jorge
(Quim Gutiérrez) lives with his invalid father (Héctor
Colomé). Despite his university degree, he works as a

Five-Word Movie Review

WHAT,
NO
COFFEESHOPS
THIS
TIME?
Ocean’s Thirteen Pathé Arena, Pathé De Munt,
Pathé Tuschinski

concierge. His brother Antonio (Antonio de la Torre) is
in prison and his mother is dead, leaving him to take
care of his father. When he meets Paula (Marta Etura), he realises that there may be more to life than
slaving for others, and that he must take that responsibility. Yet his future stil looks His future looks
‘azuloscurocasinegro’: ‘dark blue, almost black’.
Directed by Daniel Sánchez Arévalo. In Spanish with
Dutch subtitles. (MM) 105 min. Cinecenter
Black Snake Moan Imagine Samuel L Jackson as a
dirt-poor, God-fearing Tennessee farmer who finds a
barely clad, molested young woman (Christina Ricci)
on his farmyard. To make matters more complicated,
she turns out to be a nympho when she comes to.
What does he do? Does he turn her in to the local
authorities? No, he chains her to his radiator to train
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Not one evil fundamentalist in sight.

A coming-of-age drama set in a rural
Turkish village reveals cracks in the
patriarchal surface.

PATRICIDE THROUGH
AN OPEN WINDOW
FILM
Bes Vakit
Open Thursday at Rialto
By Marinus de Ruiter

It’s quite a relief to see a post-9/11 Islamic
film with not one evil fundamentalist in
sight. The Turkish coming-of-age drama
Bes Vakit isn’t a cry for empathy either—
director Reha Erdem strives for
cinematic perfection and leaves social
commentary under the surface.

the debauchery out of this girl the Jackson way. Might
this not sound that inviting for you, how about director/writer Craig Brewer’s infusion of the blues in all that
is visible and audible. Like his previous picture, Hustle
& Flow, Black Snake Moan sizzles with style and feeling. The soundtrack, with Jackson doing his own
songs, is a must-have. (RG) 116 min. Pathé ArenA,
Pathé De Munt
Bridge to Terabithia Adapted from the children’s book
by Katherine Paterson, this family feature from the
Christian production company Walden Media is something of a disappointment after its excellent Holes and
The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe. Two smalltown pals conjure up a magical world in a nearby
forest; their friendship and their family lives are warmly realised by director Gabor Csupo, but their problems
with a school bully are familiar stuff and the CGI
effects in the forest seem to belong to a different
movie. A heartbreaking turn in the last act brings the
story’s Christian subtext to the fore. (JJ) 95 min. The
Movies

Cashback
Cashback There should be a movie law against using
American Beauty-like music over supposedly ‘deep’
moments, especially if they are followed by fart jokes
just a few scenes later. In this full-length remake of his
own short film about an art student who turns into an
insomniac after being dumped, director Sean Ellis
seems incapable of delivering a consistent stylistic
whole. Instead, he keeps shifting from romantic drama to juvenile high jinks and back. Some of the
cinematographic experiments linked to the manipulation and distortion of time—the film’s theme—are

A digital camera, appearing for just a
few moments, is the sole visual evidence
that Bes Vakit is set in the present day.
Everything else could have taken place
anytime in the past century. The camera’s
owner takes a family portrait for the local
muezzin, the man who calls worshippers
to prayer five times a day.
Bes Vakit, which is being released in
English-speaking countries as Times
and Winds, literally translates as ‘five
times’. Throughout the film, we see the
call to prayer being given from the

genuinely well made, but most of them are just used
to get women undressed. Cashback feels like a pretentious take on the teen sex comedy, more often
baffling than funny. (RG) 90 min. Kriterion, Pathé
Tuschinski
Cheeni Kum Buddhadev (superstar Amitabh
Bachchan) is an arrogant, proud chef in a Londonbased restaurant that serves authentic Indian food.
Tabu is Neena, the first customer ever to send a dish
back to the kitchen. Buddhadev goes out and puts
Neena in her place, only to have her walk out of the
restaurant and retort by sending him the dish the way
it is supposed to be made. (Cheeni Kum means ‘less
sugar’.) Buddhadev realises his mistake and while
attempting to apologise, falls in love with Neena and
vice versa. The problem? He is 64. She is 34. Her
father is 58. How will Buddhadev convince Neena’s
father to give him her hand in marriage? A cute love
story with some sarcasm, witty remarks and a touch of
something sweet. In HIndi with Dutch subtitles. (SD)
Pathé ArenA
Close to Home It’s almost impossible for an Israeli fiction film to do right. If it concerns itself with politics it’s
deemed propaganda, if it doesn’t, it’s escapist
amusement. Close to Home, by directors Vardit Bilu
and Dalia Hagar, sits awkwardly between the two. It’s
a drama about two young women serving in the Israeli
army; it doesn’t make any political or social statements, but it doesn’t have a real story, either. The girls
seem more preoccupied with boys and playing hooky
than with asking Arabs for identification. Debuting
actresses Neama Shendar and Smadar Sayar are naturals, but seem a bit lost without a real plot to guide
them. In Hebrew with Dutch subtitles. 90 min. Rialto
Curse of the Golden Flower After wowing the international community of chop-socky lovers with Hero and
House of Flying Daggers, Yimou Zhang is poised to
bedazzle once again with Curse of the Golden Flower.
Aficionados of the work of gaijin like Segal’s or Van
Damme’s will scratch their noggins, but the true con-

minaret of a mosque that stands in the
heart of a rural mountain village. The ritual divides the film into five parts,
working backwards from night to
evening to afternoon and noon, then
morning.
For Western audiences it might
indeed feel as if Bes Vakit has gone back
in time. The main characters, three children on the brink of puberty, go to school
dressed in traditional uniforms and still
pay daily honour to early 20th-century
leader Kemal Ataturk. The farmers work
the land in the old-fashioned way and
local conflicts are handled by the villagers, without interference from an
official court.
The division of roles between men,
women and children in the village is traditional as well, but in this respect Bes
Vakit shows cracks in the patriarchal surface. After the cinematic prowess
displayed in the slow, formal opening
shots, it becomes clear that the children
form a silent, but dangerous resistance to
their fathers and mothers.

noisseur will appreciate the lavish lushness of the production design, the Machiavellian scheming within
the decadent Imperial Court and the expertly choreographed fights, which are mesmerising to behold.
Tricked out with the richest colours, most opulent costume design and most Shakespearean plot of the
year, the decline of an empire never looked better. In
Mandarin with Dutch subtitles. (LvH) 114 min. Cinema
Amstelveen, Filmmuseum, De Uitkijk
Daratt At the close of the 40-year civil war in Chad, a
man gives a gun to his 16-year-old grandson, Atim (Ali
Barkai), and sends him in search of Nassara (Youssouf Djaoro), the man who killed his father, to avenge
the death of his father. Nassara now owns a small
bakery; Atim becomes his apprentice, and he and
Nassara begin to develop a bond. Mahamat-Saleh
Haroun directed this powerful parable of respect and
revenge. In Arabic with Dutch subtitles. 96 min. Rialto
The Dead Girl Unrelievedly grim, this searing second
feature by TV actress Karen Moncrieff (Blue Car)
guides an unusually able cast through a five-part feature that’s closer to a collection of interconnected
short stories than to a novel. The episodes all revolve
around the brutal murder of a young woman, and
Moncrieff’s psychological and sociological perspective on the characters—and on the sickness and
unhappiness that seem to bind them together—which
is almost always acute and never merely sensational.
With Toni Collette, Rose Byrne, Mary Beth Hurt, Marcia
Gay Harden, Brittany Murphy, Kerry Washington, Giovanni Ribisi, Piper Laurie, Mary Steenburgen and Josh
Brolin. 93 min. Pathé Tuschinski
Death Proof It’s unclear whether the Quentin Tarantino/Robert Rodriguez exploitation-flick double bill
Grindhouse will ever reach our cinemas in its original
form, but luckily this extended version of Tarantino’s
half stands on its own. Kurt Russell plays Stuntman
Mike, a shady has-been who stalks and attacks two
groups of women with his death-proofed stunt car.
Unfortunately for him, his second group of intended

For their parents’ point of view it
might seem that Yakup and Omer are
rebelling in a minor way, by stealing
Camel cigarettes, their only connection to
‘the world out there’. But early on in the
film the viewer becomes privy to Omer’s
plan to kill his father, the muezzin, who
favours Omer’s younger brother. The
prayer man has problems with his lungs,
so Omer silently opens the bedroom windows at night. Later on, he secretly
empties his father’s pill capsules and
flushes away the medicine; becoming
even more reckless, he buys scorpions
from a goatherd. Yakup joins in the pact
and together they buy knives. Yakup is
discontented with his own father, the village loser, who does nothing but loaf and
spy on women.
The mothers seem resigned to the
stubbornness of their husbands, and this
angers the girl Yildiz. As she becomes
aware of sexuality, by listening in on her
parents making love and watching the
donkeys and dogs ‘doing it’, she is held
back by her cousin, who stops her from
observing the animals. Her mother seems
to care more for her infant son than
Yildiz. In her disappointment, she fails to
take care of her baby brother.
The great strength of Bes Vakit is that
it tells its story with little dialogue and a
lot of suggestion. Through a small generational conflict, Erdem sketches the
friction between tradition and progress in
contemporary Turkey. Bes Vakit never
becomes outspoken, though; instead it
revels in picturesque beauty, with wide
landscape views and long tracking shots,
as if Erdem is concealing his subversive
message with his stately, mannerist style.
Yet Bes Vakit also has some poignant
moments that are, by themselves, worth
the two hours of cinema time.

victims are professional, kick-ass stunt driver gals.
While two thirds of the film are pure chick-flick,
Tarantino excels in the carnage and chases even
more than the dialogue. The cinematography and
soundtrack are both exemplary. (LvH) 127 min. Kriterion, The Movies, Pathé ArenA, Pathé De Munt

Death Proof
Exiled Fantastically silly Macau-based gangster flick,
the tedium of which remains unrelieved by frenetic
bouts of pointless gunfire. Halfway through it morphs
into an Asian revenge version of Gunfight at the OK Corral. Truly weird. Intensely homoerotic in the tradition of
all such gangster movies/westerns (in the press notes,
the cast is described as ‘virile’). There is much loving
fetishisation of firearms and ostentatious slo-mo puffing
on fags. Former gangster Wo—having been in, you
guessed it, exile—has returned to Macau just before
the Chinese take over from the Portugese, in defiance
of local gangster chief Boss Fay. Fay promptly dispatches a hit squad, who turn out to be Wo’s former pals. Will
they remain loyal to their old friend, or their new boss??
Ooh—I wonder. A reasonable cast including Francis Ng
and Anthony Wong of Infernal Affairs fame fail to compel much interest. Johnny To directed; Josie Ho, as Mrs.
Wo, serves the time-honoured function of securing our
hero’s heterosexuality but doesn’t have much else to do
except look upset. There is an actor in this film called
Lam Suet, playing a character named Fat, which perhaps was the best thing about it. In Cantonese with
Dutch subtitles. (AD) 110 min. Filmmuseum
Fracture An engineer (Anthony Hopkins) goes on trial
in Los Angeles for trying to murder his wife (Embeth
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Davidtz), and the prosecutor (Ryan Gosling)
attempts to push through what appears to be an
open-and-shut case but isn’t. With its lavish architecture and Spielbergian lighting, this absorbing thriller
has a high-toned look, but director Gregory Hoblit
and writers Daniel Pyne and Glenn Gers got much of
their training in TV cop shows, which shows in the
adroit way they semaphorically abbreviate certain
characters and plot developments to slide us past
various incongruities. The main interest here is the
juxtaposing of Gosling’s Method acting with Hopkins’s more classical style, a spectacle even more
mesmerising than the settings. With David Strathairn
and Rosamund Pike. (JR) 112 min. Pathé ArenA,
Pathé De Munt
I Don’t Want to Sleep Alone This leisurely, sensual
new film from minimalist Malaysian-Taiwanese
director Tsai Ming-liang (The Wayward Cloud) is
about a friendship between three young people
adrift in Kuala Lumpur. Hsiao-kang (played by Tsai’s
regular leading man, Lee Kang-sheng) is a homeless Chinese man who gets mugged and is rescued
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by Rawang, an equally impoverished Bangladeshi
guest worker. Later, Hsiao-kang meets a waitress
named Chyi who helps care for her boss’ paralysed
son, and the friendship between Hsiao-kang and
Rawang is tested. With Dutch subtitles. 115 min.
Filmmuseum
Interview In this first remake in the Triple Theo Project—Blind Date and 06 are still to come—director
and star Steve Buscemi does a respectable job of
translating Theo van Gogh’s film to an American setting. The idea remains the same—an uninterested
political journalist interviews a shallow B-actress—but
the story is a little smoother around the edges. The
dialogue is tart and Steve Buscemi excels as yet
another loser. Even Sienna Miller does a decent job,
though she lacks the presence and sex appeal of Katja
Schuurman, the starlet of the original film. Also showing: Raak. Hanro Smitsman’s ten-minute,
Dutch-language short, about a boy who throws a
stone from an overpass and hits a car, which won Best
Short Film in Berlin this year. (BS) 83 min. Kriterion,
The Movies

Jesus Camp Profoundly disturbing documentary
about evangelical Christian summer camps for children in the US, directed by Heidi Ewing. The film
includes footage shot at the ‘Kids on Fire’ camp at,
appropriately, Devil’s Lake in North Dakota, where
camp pastor Becky Fischer ‘preaches’ these children
to the point of hysteria, then calls their distress evidence of communion with God. There is no voice-over
or any other form of editorial comment—the footage
speaks for itself, revealing a vile, ideologically incoherent mess of religious fundamentalism and right-wing
politics. In one scene, an anti-abortion campaigner
hands out miniature plastic foetuses to children as
young as five or six and tapes their mouths closed with
blood-coloured duct tape with the word LIFE written on
it. Jesus Camp is an eye-opener for those of us who
would like to dismiss fundamentalist Christians as a
lunatic fringe. Also appearing in this film about how
children are blatantly targeted by the religious right is
Ted Haggard, leader of the politically well-connected
National Association of Evangelicals until, in 2006
(after this film was made), a scandal involving a male
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prostitute and methamphetamines suggested he’d
found other ways of getting closer to God. (AD) 84
min. The Movies
Knallhart 15-year-old Michael (David Kross) moves
to a gritty Berlin neighbourhood, where he is beaten
and blackmailed by the school bullies. Then a
chance meeting with the local drug lord turns his life
upside down. He starts delivering to local dealers in
exchange for money and protection from his high
school enemies. But who will protect Michael from
his guardians? Knallhart resembles the 1981 film
Christiane F one generation on, and director Detlev
Buck has pimped the film’s style accordingly: in the
first hour, the shaky images and flashy editing make
the film seem too self-consciously ‘cool’. But as
Michael penetrates ever deeper into Berlin’s criminal milieu, the film gains power and a surreal
intensity. In German with Dutch subtitles. (MP) 98
min. Het Ketelhuis
Das Leben der Anderen This Oscar winner by Florian
Henckel von Donnersmarck mostly deserves all the
praise and admiration it has received. A study in the
dehumanising effects of state surveillance, it focuses
on two men living in East Germany in 1984: a playwright (Sebastian Koch) who attracts the interest of
the state and a Stasi officer (Ulrich Mühe) whose loyalty to the socialist cause is starting to erode.
Predictable and slightly distant, but also disturbing
and effective. In German with Dutch subtitles. (LvH)
137 min. Cinecenter, Het Ketelhuis, Pathé Tuschinski,
Rialto

The Messengers
The Messengers This stylish ghost story from rising
Hong Kong co-directors Danny and Oxide Pang (the
‘Eye’ trilogy) and producer Sam Raimi earns points
for its set and sound design, eerily desaturated
palette, able cast and one really good special effect.
Sadly, the movie just doesn’t deliver chills. Kristen
Stewart (Panic Room) plays a troubled teen who
reluctantly moves to a run-down North Dakota farm
with her anxious parents (Dylan McDermott and
Penelope Ann Miller) and mute toddler brother.
Soon the tot is communing with the vengeful spirits
of the previous inhabitants, who target the girl. The
Pangs’ editing style of juxtaposing similar images
shot from different angles and distances—a technique that worked in Bangkok Dangerous—here
only dilutes what little suspense screenwriter Mark
Wheaton could muster. (AG) 90 min. Pathé ArenA,
Pathé De Munt
Mrs Henderson Presents In Depression-era London a
headstrong widowed aristocrat (Judi Dench) turns
impresario, renovating Soho’s vacant Windmill Theatre and hiring an innovative producer (Bob Hoskins)
to run it. When their initial success staging musical
revues around the clock fades, she hits upon the idea
of showcasing working-class lovelies in nude
tableaux. Dench crackles as the feisty dowager who
finds love and true calling late in life in this 2005 drama, elegantly directed by Stephen Frears. (AG) 103
min. Pathé ArenA
The Namesake Mira Nair’s film of Jhumpa Lahiri’s
novel starts off with Ashoke (Bollywood veteran Irfan
Khan) on a train. The man across from him talks about
leaving India. Ashoke answers: ‘My grandfather said
that’s what books are for, to travel without moving an
inch.’ But after the train crashes, Ashoke decides to
follow the advice he was given: he moves to New York,
marries and names his son Gogol, after the Russian
novel he was reading on the train. As Gogol (Kal Penn)
grows up, he distances himself from his parents’ culture, but his name pursues him until he comes to his
own decisive moment. Penn, who starred in the teen
comedy Harold & Kumar Go to White Castle, shines in
a serious role. Throw in a score by Nitin Sawhney,
whose music has both Eastern and Western influences, and the movie is complete, showing how two
cultures clash but also where they come together.
(SD) 122 min. Pathé Tuschinski
Ninotchka Ernst Lubitsch’s sparkling, witty political
fairy tale from 1939, about a cold but beautiful lady
commissar (Greta Garbo) who melts to the bourgeois
charms of Paris and Melvyn Douglas, jeopardising
both honour and career. Garbo fully complements
Lubitsch’s casual sophistication and stylistic grace,
cleverly playing off her dour public image. The satire
may be mostly a matter of easy contrasts, but the
lovers inhabit a world of elegance and poise that is
uniquely and movingly Lubitsch’s. Billy Wilder, who
would later uncurdle into the last exemplar of the
Lubitsch tradition, collaborated on the script. (DK) 109
min. Filmmuseum
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Notes on a Scandal A bitter old history teacher at a
wild English high school (Judi Dench) befriends an
attractive young colleague who’s just arrived (Cate
Blanchett), only to discover she’s having sex with a 15year-old student. Adapted from a novel by Zoë Heller,
this drama is both literate and urgently plotted, with a
voice-over from Dench that cuts like broken glass. Her
character is sly, controlling, desperately lonely and
capable of anything, and when Blanchett’s secret gets
out, a proper chamber drama explodes into something much more troubling. Richard Eyre (Iris)
directed. (JJ) 91 min. De Uitkijk

Guignol sensibilities he’s shown in his Hollywood
films, Guillermo del Toro has managed to create a
perfect, poignant fairy tale of the Grimm variety.
Young Ofelia must undergo a perilous quest that takes
her through the depths of the underworld and pits her
against her nefarious new father. Bittersweet and
darkly disturbing at the same time, this movie’s guaranteed to keep your inner child up at night with
delicious fright. Just refrain from accepting candy
from Fascists and fauns and you’ll be fine. In Spanish
with Dutch subtitles. (LvH) 112 min. Cinecenter, The
Movies, Pathé Tuschinski

gangsters, 286 cops, six hours of shooting. Maya
(Vivek Oberoi) and his partner in crime, Buwa (Tusshar
Kapoor), are the most powerful criminals in the underworld of Mumbai. Inspector Khan (Sanjay Dutt) is the
man in charge of the ATS (Anti-Terrorist Squad), and is
out to eliminate any form of terrorism in the city even if
it involves killing in cold blood. Enough blood and violence to make the stomach go queasy. Special
appearances by father and son Amitabh and Abishek
Bachchan. In Hindi with Dutch subtitles. (SD) Pathé
ArenA

Nue propriété Isabelle Huppert plays a Belgian
mother who feels her life is weighing her down. She
decides to sell her house and, together with her new
lover, start a bed and breakfast in the Alps. Left to
their own devices, her twin sons take their abandonment out on each other in this film by Joachim
Lafosse; the English title is Private Property. In
French with Dutch subtitles. 105 min. Cinema
Amstelveen, De Uitkijk

Perfume: The Story of a Murderer One of the most
expensive European films ever produced, Perfume,
based on Patrick Süskind’s book, is a sinister fairy tale
about Jean-Baptiste Grenouille (Ben Whishaw), who
is born with an unusually sensitive nose and becomes
obsessed to the point of murder with making the perfect scent. As long as you’re not allergic to Tom
Tykwer’s mysticism, it’s an incredibly sensual film.
With Dustin Hoffman as master perfumer Giuseppe
Baldini and Alan Rickman as the father of endangered
love interest Rachel Hurd-Wood. 147 min. Cavia

Australia in the year 1000, begins with a young man
who has taken a fancy to his older brother’s wife. To
teach the youngster not to break the sacred tribal
laws, the brother tells an ancestral story that directly
relates to the delicate issue at hand. The story takes
place in a mythical past and deals with forbidden love,
kidnapping, sorcery and revenge gone deadly wrong.
Films about indigenous people tend to meet with a
solemn approach, but director Rolf De Heer (born in
Holland in 1951, raised in Australia) ventured far from
this beaten path, mixing epic storytelling with cheeky
humour in this mythic swamp comedy—a thoroughly
entertaining film that will teach you how to live the
proper way. In English/Ganalbingu with Dutch subtitles. (VM) 90 min. Cavia

Nuovomondo
Nuovomondo At the start of the 20th century, a widowed Sicilian farmer (Vincenzo Amato) emigrates to
America with his sons. Just before they embark, he
meets an Englishwoman named Lucy (Charlotte
Gainsbourg) who needs someone to marry her so she
too can go to America. This film about the dream of a
new world was acclaimed at the Venice Film Festival.
Directed by Emmanuele Crialese, with cinematography by Agnès Godard (Wings of Desire, Beau Travail).
In Italian/English with Dutch subtitles. 120 min. Pathé
Tuschinski

Pan’s Labyrinth By mixing the narrative setting he

already visited in The Devil’s Backbone with the Grand

Premonition The premise of this time-shifting thriller,
from German-Turkish director Mennan Yapo and
screenwriter Bill Kelly, is an intriguing one. Each day,
housewife Linda Hanson (Sandra Bullock) receives
the news that her husband Jim (Julian McMahon)
has died in a car accident, only to wake up the next
morning and find him very much alive. Was it a nightmare, or a foretelling of tragedy yet to come? If so,
does she have the power to prevent it? Then it happens again: some days Linda finds Jim alive, while on
others she awakens a widow. Inexplicably, Linda is
living the days of her life out of order. At first the film’s
non-linear structure rouses your curiosity. But the follow-up lacks cohesion and depth, making
Premonition as boring as a housewife’s routine. A
good idea but a missed opportunity. (GR) 110 min.
Pathé ArenA, Pathé De Munt
Shootout at Lokhandwala Based on a true incident,
this movie portrays what happened on 16 November
1991, at the Lokhandwala complex in Mumbai: five

Ten Canoes This indigenous morality drama, set in

Transylvania Director Tony Gatlif likes to make gypsy
road movies—his most famous one being Gadjo
Dilo—and his latest film is no exception. This time
we follow female protagonist Zingarina (Asia Argento) to the Romanian region of Transylvania to be
reunited with her boyfriend. When he rejects her and
their unborn baby, Zingarina is inconsolable. Yet
love lurks in unlikely places. It’s uncommon for Gatlif
to feature a female lead, yet actress Biro Ünel (the
anti-hero of Gegen die Wand) steals every scene.
What Transylvania lacks in narrative, it amply makes
up for in vibrant music and raw emotion. In
French/Romanian/English with Dutch subtitles. (BS)
103 min. Melkweg Cinema, Rialto
Tussen hemel en aarde A Dutch documentary
about two veteran circus performers in Uzbekistan,
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Achat and Tursun Ali. The two have been friends
since childhood but differ sharply in their political
opinions. Tursun Ali’s goal is to keep the circus tradition alive and the authorities at bay, while Achat
challenges the Uzbek dictatorship and advocates
human rights. Their openness about their life and
friendship makes this a revealing documentary
about Uzbek society and a dazzling chronicle of
nights at the circus. Directed by Frank van den Engel
en Masja Novikova. Van den Engel will be present at
Rialto on Saturday. In Uzbek with Dutch subtitles. 70
min. Het Ketelhuis

Tussen hemel en aarde
Waarom heeft niemand mij verteld... With the
camera of his mobile phone, film-maker Cyrus
Frisch recorded tensions in his neighbourhood
between immigrants, locals and the police. In
Waarom heeft niemand mij verteld dat het zo erg
zou worden in Afghanistan?, he presents this documentary footage as the observations of a
traumatised soldier just back from Uruzgan. In
Dutch. 70 min. Rialto

Zodiac David Fincher has come a long way in the
five years since his last skilful but empty exercise in
style, Panic Room. In Zodiac, about four men
obsessed with their search for the infamous Zodiac
Killer, Fincher finally emerges as a real storyteller. He
meticulously follows the book by cartoonist Robert
Graysmith without ever allowing it to get boring or lose
tension. Fincher has matured, but Robert Downey Jr
can claim the most amazing comeback. After some
very rocky years battling drug addiction and poor film
choices, Downey, as the ever-intoxicated reporter Paul
Avery, now dazzles us with a cynical, funny and genuinely moving performance. (BS) 158 min. Pathé
ArenA, Pathé De Munt

Special screenings
Ciao Manhattan More genuinely ghoulish than the
entire oeuvre of George Romero, this creepy 1972
feature combines the remains of an unfinished
’60s underground film, starring Warhol hanger-on
Edie Sedgwick, with colour footage, shot shortly
before Sedgwick’s death at age 28, which is meant
to fill out the holes in the story. None of it makes
the dimmest sense, but the spectacle of Sedgwick’s burnout (she is nearly comatose in most of
the new footage) combined with her pathetic
eagerness to let herself be exploited adds up to a
morbidly fascinating document on the degeneration of a certain ’60s mentality. John Palmer and
David Weisman are the directors/perpetrators of
record. Also showing is Nico Icon, a gossipy 1995
documentary about the Velvet Underground singer
who became another industrial accident in the
Warhol Factory. Directed by Susanne Ofteringer; in
English/French/German with English subtitles.
(DK) De Nieuwe Anita
The Company of Wolves Director Neil Jordan (The
Crying Game) brings a seductively dark, detailed
and jumpy style to the collection of story fragments
and werewolf lore that constitutes the scenario of
this 1985 British horror film, based on the work of
Angela Carter. The leaps back and forth through
time and between different versions of the universal
story keep the movie ripping along, while a droll wit
spaces out the well-filmed shocks. Yet the presentation never entirely escapes a certain predigested
quality (the incidents are linked as the dream of a
young girl experiencing her first period) that cuts
short the pleasure of interpretation. With Angela
Lansbury as an oppressive superego/grandma.
Gothic party follows. (DK) 95 min. Cavia
Fearless Unsurprisingly a huge hit in Asia with Jet Li
in the starring role, Fearless is his portrayal of martial arts legend Huo Yuanjia, who became the most
famous fighter in all of China at the turn of the 20th
century. A victim of incredible personal tragedy, he
fought his way out of darkness and into history,
defining the true spirit of martial arts and inspiring
his nation. On its surface, however, the plotted rise
from victim to legend is no more elaborate than that
of The Karate Kid, and indeed, this ain’t another
Hero. For all its attempted emotional highs and
lows, it remains a vehicle for perfectly articulated
and imaginative fight scenes, paving the way for Li
to bid a final farewell to the martial arts genre. In
Japanese, English, Mandarin with Dutch subtitles.
Filmmuseum

Fight Club This 1999 exercise in mainstream
masochism, macho posturing and designer-grunge fascism is borderline ridiculous. But it is also one of David
Fincher’s best movies to date—not only because it
combines his previous films (Alien3, Se7en, The Game)
with chunks of Performance, but also because it keeps
topping its own giddy excesses. It has something to do
with a bored Edward Norton encountering a nihilistic
doppelganger (Brad Pitt) who teaches him that getting
your brains bashed out is fun. Though you’re barely
allowed to disagree with him, your jaw is supposed to
drop with admiring disbelief at the provocation, and the
overall impression of complexity which might easily be
mistaken for the genuine article. American self-absorption at its finest. With Helena Bonham Carter, Meat Loaf
and Jared Leto. (JR) 139 min. Het Ketelhuis
Holland Ano Paradijs A young Surinamer moves from
Parimaribo to Rotterdam, where he joins the wrong
crowd and gets into trouble, in this new film directed
by Jerrel Reyme. 80 min. Het Ketelhuis
Kill Bill:Vol 1 Quentin Tarantino’s lively, show-offy tribute to Asian martial-arts flicks, bloody anime, and
spaghetti westerns is even more gory and adolescent
than its models, which explains both the fun and the
unpleasantness of this globe-trotting romp. The idea of
volumes reflects the mind-set of a former video-store
clerk who thinks in terms of shelf life; the first part is
essentially 93 minutes of mayhem, with hyperbolic
revenge plots and phallic Amazonian women behaving
like nine-year-old boys. With Uma Thurman, Lucy Liu,
Sonny Chiba, Daryl Hannah, Julie Dreyfuss, and Chiaki
Kuriyama. (JR) 93 min. The Movies
Kill Bill:Vol 2 The revenge-seeking Bride (Uma Thurman) is back, and this time, instead of slicing up
baddies with her samurai sword, she’s kicking ass
kung fu-style. The body count has dropped considerably since Vol 1, though. Here, the first episode’s
bizarre killing spree makes way for a touch of drama,
and the return of Tarantino’s famous dialogue. The
director sometimes loses himself in his homages to
Sergio Leone and bad kung-fu flicks, but Kill Bill Vol 2
is another whirlwind of instant-classic moments and
cinematic beauty. (SG) The Movies
London to Brighton Two young women flee London
for the seaside, hoping to get through the next 24
hours alive. British director Paul Andrew Williams’
2006 debut thriller is reported to be well acted and
well made. With luck it may be released here in the
autumn, but in the meantime it’s getting a one-off
screening. 85 min. De Roode Bioscoop

One Hour With You A musical remake (1932) of Ernst
Lubitsch's silent The Marriage Circle, directed from a
detailed Lubitsch plan by George Cukor. Maurice
Chevalier is a doctor happily married to Jeanette MacDonald but temporarily distracted by Genevieve Tobin.
Every so often, Chevalier interrupts the story to ask the
audience for advice with the plaintive 'What would you
do?' Very funny and very highly recommended. (DK)
80 min. Filmmuseum
Outfoxed: Rupert Murdoch’s War on Journalism
Robert Greenwald’s 2004 documentary charges the
Fox News television network with biased and politicised news coverage, and presents some strong
evidence for its position. It also periodically stoops to
the same sort of crass insults used by Fox, and doesn’t
spend as much time tweaking its competitors as it
might have. Still, its methodical unpacking of routine
media abuses was long overdue. (JR) 77 min. OT301
Persona Actress Elisabeth (Liv Ullmann) collapses
onstage and loses the ability to speak. She is cared for
by a young nurse, Alma (Bibi Andersson), and the two
women’s identities begin to overlap. Ingmar
Bergman’s 1966 masterpiece is a profound exploration of personality and performance. In Swedish with
Dutch subtitles. 85 min. Kriterion

The Pervert’s Guide to Cinema, Parts 1, 2 & 3 If
Daffy Duck ever became a film critic informed by
Lacanian psychoanalysis, this three-part, 2006
English entertainment by Sophie Fiennes would surely qualify as his Duck Amuck. See Short List. (JR) 150
min. De Balie
Pride and Prejudice Jane Austen’s 1813 novel of five
sisters negotiating social marriages gets an agreeably
kicky new hairdo in the 2005 version, from the producers who brought you Love, Actually. Keira Knightley
makes a feisty Elizabeth Bennet, and luscious Bond girl
Rosamund Pike shows respectable range as Elizabeth’s doubtful, compromised older sister Jane.
Matthew Macfadyen is a bland and sulky Darcy, but the
movie flames to life whenever Donald Sutherland
moves into frame as the relaxed, humourous and magnificently rueful father. Joe Wright directed; with
Brenda Blethyn, Simon Woods, Rupert Friend, Tom Hollander and Judi Dench. (JJ) 125 min. Pathé Tuschinski
The Revolution Will Not Be Televised Sometimes the
best photojournalism comes from being in the right
place at the right time, which is certainly true of this
lucid and gripping on-location account of the 2002
coup d’etat in Venezuela. Instigated by oil barons (with

the alleged support of the CIA), the coup toppled the
democratically elected socialistic government of
Hugo Chavez for 48 breathless hours. The role of the
state-operated TV channel versus the more popular
channels controlled by oil interests proved to be pivotal, and this part of the story alone makes the film
well worth seeing. Directed by Kim Bartley and Donnache O’Briain of Ireland. (JR) 74 min. OT301
Shrek the Third premiere party Come to this Sunday afternoon preview screening (of the
Dutch-language version of the film) dressed as
Shrek or Fiona and you might win a Shrek movie
poster. Free candy, etc. The Movies
Sprocket Sounds An evening of short 8 and 16mm
films. This month: ‘Het Leven van de Das’ (a 1950
short about badgers), 1950s instructional films for
farmers and more. OT301
To Be or Not to Be Ernst Lubitsch directed this 1942
film about a troupe of Polish actors stranded in Nazioccupied Warsaw. It could be his finest achievement,
and it’s certainly one of the most profound, emotionally complex comedies ever made, covering a range
of tones from satire to slapstick to shocking black
humour. The issues, as the title suggests, are deeply
serious, but it’s part of the film’s strategy—and the
strategy it endorses for its characters—never openly
to acknowledge them. Jack Benny, as the leader of
the troupe, displays an acting talent never again
demanded of him; the brilliant Carole Lombard, in her
last film, is kittenish, slinky and witty as his unfaithful
wife. (DK) 99 min. Filmmuseum

Trouble in Paradise It’s possible to prefer other

Ernst Lubitsch films for their more serene stylings
and more plangent emotions, but this 1932 production is probably the most perfectly representative of
his works—the most Lubitschian Lubitsch. Herbert
Marshall and Miriam Hopkins are a pair of professional thieves who fall in love while plundering the
Riviera, but when Marshall falls under the spell of
the wealthy Parisienne he intends to fleece (Kay
Francis), their perfect relationship falters. The bons
mots fly and an elegant immorality abounds, while
beneath the surface the most serious kinds of emotional transactions are being made. (DK) 83 min.
Filmmuseum
Zwartboek (with audio description) Paul Verhoeven’s World War II adventure story in a special
screening with audio description for the blind. Het
Ketelhuis
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FILM
TIMES
Thursday 14 June until Wednesday 20 June.
Times are provided by cinemas and are subject
to last-minute changes. Film times also at
www.amsterdamweekly.nl
Balie Kleine-Gartmanplantsoen 10, 553 5151
The Pervert's Guide to Cinema, Parts 1, 2 & 3 Fri, Sat 20.00.
Cavia Van Hallstraat 52-I, 681 1419
The Company of Wolves Sat 21.00
Perfume:The Story of a Murderer Thur 20.30
Ten Canoes Fri 20.30.
Cinecenter Lijnbaansgracht 236, 623 6615
Azuloscurocasinegro daily 16.15, 19.15, 21.45, Sun also 11.00, 13.30

Amsterdam Weekly
Das Leben der Anderen daily 15.45, 18.45, 21.45, Sun also 11.15
Pan's Labyrinth daily 16.30, 19.15, 22.00, Sun also 11.15, 13.45
Venus daily 16.15, 19.30, 21.45, Sun also 11.00, 14.00.
Cinema Amstelveen Plein 1960 2, Amstelveen, 547 5175
Assepoester en de Keukenprins Sat, Wed 13.30, Sun 12.00
Curse of the Golden Flower Thur 15.00
Haaibaai Sat, Wed 15.30, Sun 14.00
Mr Bean's Holiday Thur, Fri 20.30, Sun 16.00
Nue propriété Tues, Wed 20.30
Shrek the Third Sat 20.30.
Filmmuseum Vondelpark 3, 589 1400
After This Our Exile Wed 21.30
Curse of the Golden Flower Fri, Tues 21.30, Mon, Wed 17.00
Exiled daily 21.45
Fearless Sat 21.30, Sun 15.45
The Heavenly Kings Mon 21.30
I Don't Want to Sleep Alone Thur, Fri, Sat, Tues 17.00
Krikou en de heks Sun, Wed 14.00
Ninotchka daily 19.30, Thur-Sat, Mon-Wed also 17.15
One Hour With You Fri, Sun, Mon 19.15
Ordinary Heroes Thur 21.30
The Sand Castle Sun, Wed 13.45
To Be or Not to Be Thur, Sat, Tues 19.15, Sun 16.00
Trouble in Paradise Wed 19.15
Wo Hu (Operation Undercover) Sun 21.30.
Het Ketelhuis Haarlemmerweg 8-10, 684 0090
Adam's Apples daily 17.45, Thur-Sun, Tues, Wed also 19.45, 21.45

De Avonturen van het Molletje Sat, Sun, Wed 14.30, 16.00
Fight Club Sun 19.30
Holland Ano Paradijs Thur-Sat, Tues, Wed also 19.30, Sat, Sun, Wed
also 13.30
The Kid Sat, Sun, Wed 14.15
Knallhart Thur-Sat, Tues, Wed 21.30, Sat, Sun, Wed 15.15
Das Leben der Anderen Fri-Wed 18.30, 21.15, Sat, Sun, Wed also
15.30
Tussen hemel en aarde daily 17.30
Zwartboek (with audio description) Mon 20.15.
Kriterion Roetersstraat 170, 623 1708
Cain's Descendant Sun 17.30
Camera Japan Sat, Sun
Cashback daily 19.45, Thur, Tues, Wed also 22.00, Sat, Sun also
14.45
Crazy Love Sat 13.30
Cursed Sat 0.00
Death Proof Thur-Mon 22.15, Thur, Mon-Wed also 17.30, Mon-Wed
also 20.00
Demon Pond Sun 15.00
Faces of a Fig Tree Sat 19.30
Female Sun 19.30
Hula Girls Sat 21.30
Interview Thur, Fri, Mon-Wed 17.15
Love Kill Kill Sat 17.30
Meatball Machines Fri 22.00
Persona Mon 22.00
Rainbow Song Sun 22.00
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Sneak Preview Tues 22.15
Surprises from the Past Sat, Sun 17.00
Tekkon Kinkreet Fri 19.30
Wicked Flowers Fri 0.00
Yokohama Mary Sat 15.30.
Melkweg Cinema Lijnbaansgracht 234A, 624 1777
Transylvania Thur-Tues 20.00.
The Movies Haarlemmerdijk 159-165, 638 6016
Anche libero va bene daily 17.15, Sun also 12.45
Bridge to Terabithia Sat, Wed 15.30
Death Proof daily 17.30, 19.45, 22.00, Fri, Sat also 0.15, Sun also
13.00
The Hoax daily 21.30, Sun also 12.30
Interview daily 17.00
Jesus Camp daily 19.15, Sat, Sun, Wed also 14.45
Kill Bill:Vol 1 Fri, Sat 23.45
Kill Bill:Vol 2 Fri, Sat 0.00
Pan's Labyrinth daily 19.30, 21.45, Fri, Sat also 0.00, Sat, Sun, Wed
also 15.00
Shrek the Third premiere party Sun 15.00
Venus daily 17.15, 19.30, 21.45, Sat, Sun, Wed 15.15, Sun 13.15.
De Nieuwe Anita Frederik Hendrikstraat 111, 06 4150 3512,
Ciao Manhattan Mon 20.30
Nico Icon Mon 20.30.
OT301 Overtoom 301, 779 4913
Outfoxed: Rupert Murdoch's War on Journalism Tues 20.30
The Revolution Will Not Be Televised Tues 20.30
Sprocket Sounds Sun 20.30.
Pathé ArenA ArenA Boulevard 600, 0900 1458
Assepoester en de Keukenprins Sat, Sun, Wed 13.10, Sat, Sun also
10.40
Black Snake Moan Thur, Fri, Sun-Wed 15.40, 18.35, Thur, Fri, Mon,
Tues also 13.10, Sun, Mon, Wed also 21.10, Sat 15.30
Cheeni Kum Thur, Fri 15.05
Death Proof daily 15.30, 18.30, 21.20, Thur, Fri, Mon, Tues also 12.50
Fracture daily 19.10, 21.40
Haaibaai Sat, Sun, Wed 13.20, Sat, Sun also 11.20
The Messengers daily 15.45, 17.45, Thur-Mon, Wed also 19.50,
22.10, Sat, Sun also 11.50
Mr Bean's Holiday daily 12.25, 14.30, 16.45, Sat, Sun also 10.10
Mrs Henderson Presents Tues 13.30
Next Thur, Fri, Mon, Tues also 11.50, 14.10, Thur, Sun-Wed 18.50,
21.10, Fri, Sat 17.15
The Number 23 daily 22.00
Ocean's Thirteen daily 12.00, 13.30, 14.40, 16.15, 17.20, 19.00, 20.20,
21.45
Perfect Stranger daily 12.40, 19.20
Pirates of the Caribbean 3 daily 13.30, 14.00, 17.00, 17.30, 19.30,
20.35, 21.30, Thur, Sat-Wed also 12.30, 16.00, Fri, Sat also 20.00,
Sat, Sun also 10.30
Premonition daily 13.40, 16.10, 18.40, 21.30, Sat, Sun also 11.10
The Reaping Thur, Sun-Wed 16.25
Shootout at Lokhandwala Sat-Wed 15.05
Shrek the Third Sat 19.20, 21.15
Sneak Preview Tues 21.30
Spider-Man 3 (IMAX) daily 12.15, 15.15, 18.20, 21.25
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Sat, Sun, Wed 12.10, 14.15, Sat, Sun
also 10.00
Zodiac daily 13.00, 16.30, 20.10.
Pathé De Munt Vijzelstraat 15, 0900 1458
Black Snake Moan Thur, Fri, Sun-Wed 18.50, Thur, Fri, Mon, Tues
also 12.50, 15.50, Sun, Wed also 16.15, Sat 15.00, 17.50
Blades of Glory Thur, Fri, Sun-Wed 12.10, 17.00, Sat 10.20, 18.15
Death Proof Thur, Fri, Sun-Wed 12.30, 15.30, 18.15, 21.15, Sat 11.45,
14.30, 17.30, 20.00, 22.45
Fracture Thur, Fri, Sun-Wed 14.20, 19.15, 21.50, Sat 12.30, 15.15,
20.45, 23.30
Haaibaai Sat 10.10, 12.10, 14.10, Sun 10.30, 12.40, 14.50, Wed 13.10,
15.15
The Messengers Thur, Fri, Sun-Wed 17.30, 19.40, 22.10, Thur, Fri,
Mon, Tues also 13.15, 15.20, Sat 16.30, 19.00, 21.20, 23.40
Mr Bean's Holiday Thur-Sat, Mon-Wed 12.00, Thur, Fri, Mon-Wed also
14.10, 16.20, Sat also 14.20, 16.45, Sun 11.30, 13.45, 16.10
Next Thur, Fri, Sun-Wed 22.00, Sat 19.10
The Number 23 Thur, Fri, Sun-Wed 12.20, 14.40, 20.15, Sun also
10.10, Sat 11.20, 13.45, 16.00, 22.05
Ocean's Thirteen daily 15.45, 18.45, 21.45, Thur-Sat, Mon-Wed also
12.45, Thur, Fri, Sun-Wed also 12.00, 15.00, 18.00, 21.00, Sat also
10.45, 14.00, 17.00, 20.15, 23.15, Sun also 10.15, 13.00
Perfect Stranger Thur, Fri, Sun-Wed 17.30, Sat 19.40
Pirates of the Caribbean 3 daily 18.30, Thur, Fri, Sun-Wed also
12.15, 13.00, 16.00, 16.45, 20.00, Thur, Fri, Sun, Mon, Wed also
20.30, Sat also 11.00, 13.30, 14.45, 17.15, 21.00, 21.30, 22.15, Tues
also 21.10
Premonition Thur, Fri, Sun-Wed 13.45, 16.15, 19.00, 21.30, Sun also
11.10, Sat 10.15, 13.00, 15.30, 18.00, 20.30, 23.10
The Reaping Thur, Fri, Sun-Wed 21.40, Sat 20.40
Shrek the Third Sat 23.00
Sneak Preview Tues 21.30
Spider-Man 3 Thur, Fri, Sun-Wed 12.10, 15.10, 18.10, Thur, Fri, Sun,
Mon, Wed also 21.10, Sat 10.15, 13.15, 16.20, 19.30, 22.30
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Sat 10.35, 12.40, Sun 11.15, 13.40,
Wed 12.00, 14.10
Zodiac Thur, Fri, Sun-Wed 13.30, 17.15, 20.45, Sun also 10.15, Sat
10.30, 14.15, 17.45, 21.15.
Pathé Tuschinski Reguliersbreestraat 34, 0900 1458
Cashback daily 12.15, 17.30, 19.50, 22.10
The Dead Girl daily 16.45, 22.00
Haaibaai Sun 12.30, 14.40
The Hoax daily 19.15, Thur-Sat, Mon-Wed also 14.00
Das Leben der Anderen daily 15.00, 20.45
The Namesake daily 14.30
Nuovomondo daily 12.15, 18.00
Ocean's Thirteen daily 18.30, 21.30, Thur, Fri, Mon-Wed also 12.30,
15.30, Sat, Sun also 13.00, 15.45
Pan's Labyrinth daily 16.15, 19.00, 21.45, Fri-Mon, Wed also 13.30
Pirates of the Caribbean 3 daily 21.00, Thur-Tues also 13.15, 17.00,
Wed also 12.45
Pride and Prejudice Thur, Tues 13.30
Shrek the Third (NL) Wed 16.30.
Rialto Ceintuurbaan 338, 676 8700
Bes Vakit daily 18.45, 21.00, Sat, Sun also 16.15
Close to Home daily 17.45
Daratt daily 19.45, Sat, Sun also 15.45
Khadak daily 18.00, 20.00, Sun also 15.15
Das Leben der Anderen daily 22.00, Sat also 15.15
Transylvania daily 21.45
Waarom heeft niemand mij verteld... Fri 23.00.
De Roode Bioscoop Haarlemmerplein 7H, 625 7500,
London to Brighton Sun 21.00.
De Uitkijk Prinsengracht 452, 623 7460
Curse of the Golden Flower daily 19.00
Notes on a Scandal daily 17.00
Nue propriété daily 21.15, Sun also 15.00.
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WEEKLY CLASSIFIEDS
Ads are free, space permitting. They will be posted both to the paper and online. Guaranteed
placement is available for a small fee; see our website for details. Ads may be published in
English, het Nederlands or whatever language is best for you to communicate your message.
How to submit an ad: via our website at www.amsterdamweekly.nl, by fax at 020 620 1666 or
post to Amsterdam Weekly, De Ruyterkade 106, 1011 AB Amsterdam. Deadline: Monday at 12.00,
the week of publication.
AD OF THE WEEK

terdamcityapartment.com.

2-ROOM APT TO RENT€900
incl water, gas, heating. Stove,
w/m, gas heater. All brand.
Apt situated in heart of A’dam
and available for longer period. Min 6 months. No registration on address possible.
pers, top location on canals. Only working people. wPrice €550 incl everything. anda@hotmail.com.
Can send pictures. Write
HOUSING WANTED
mail@petertijhuis.com.
LOOKING FOR ROOM 24
ROOM AVAILABLE Chary.o Swedish girl looking for
acteristic room available in
place to live in central A’dam.
grand building near A’dam
From Sept ‘07 for longer periCS. D/w, w/d, cable TV, interod. Coming to A’dam to study
net. Best of all: 3 lovely prof
art at Rietveld Academy. Am
girls to live with! €455/mth,
tidy, quiet and reliable. Nonwith interesting 1.7m ceilsmoker. Email ahillbom@
ing. Would suit social/outgogmail.com.
ing person. You know you
want to! email-princesspin- HOUSE NEEDED Looking
for living boat or 1-bdrm apt
stripe@yahoo.com.
SUNNY SPACIOUS APT in to let from 1 Aug for longA’dam west next to Kinker- term in any area of A’dam.
straat. Available for July and Please email malami22@
Aug. Fully equiped, nice gar- gmail.com.

BASE PLAYER WANTED Keyboard/singer and
drummer looking for base player preferably electro,
tendance Massive Attack, Archive, Air and we like
to rock as well. Open-minded, experienced and free
2x/wk. If serious, maybe sex. P.A: 06 5258 2773.

HOUSING OFFERED
ROOM FOR RENT In oud
west, 15m2 with patio, €350,
from 10 July-10 Aug. tzohiou@hotmail.com.
UTRECHT CENTRAL APT
€865/mth, semi-furnished,
available from July. 1-bdrm,
1 living room, kitchen, bthrm
and storage room. Newly renovated. Suits prof couple. Two
min walk from shops, transport, supermarkets and
restaurants. Contact Chris
on 06 2066 8492.
2-BDRM APT AMSTEL ST
5 min walk to metro station
Wibautstr. Newly renovated
furnished apt. 80m2 on top
floors. Features large living
room, eat-in kitchen, bthrm
w/ bath, balcony, 2-bdrms &
central heat. Avail for 6
months or more. €1000/mth
excl
utilities.
Info:
bb.roberts@yahoo.com.
SHORT-TERM APTfor rent
from 29 June-16 July. Dates
are set, shorter possible.
Charming, old, perfect for 2

den. €700/ for whole apt incl.
Possible also to rent only 1
room and/or for shorter period. Please contact Shani on
06 1490 5890/shanubella@yahoo.com or Valentin
on 06 4343 8622.

STUDIO/LARGE ROOM
wanted by clean, young, working English guy for €300-€450
max. Preferably with own
shower and/or kitchen.
Please call 06 4135 5180.
Thanks.

HOLIDAY APT DAM SQLuxury air-conditioned studio in
hotspot next to Dam Square
for short-term rental. Price
starts at €149/day. www.ams-

LUKIN' 4 APT OR ROOM
Me and my best friend are
coming to A’dam this summer and looking for apt or
(double) room in A’dam for

going on holidays in Aug and
looking to rent your flat in
A’dam meanwhile? Am
urgently looking for flat for
rent from 4-26 Aug exactly?
Please email offers at
marc@fermin.fsnet.co.uk.

UTRECHT FLAT WANTED
1-bdrm apt wanted with 2
rooms, 60m2 and nearby or
in old city, but residential
quiet area. Preferaby not
July-mid-Aug. We are cheer- ground floor. €950 ONO.
ful, but responsible and clean. Email karen_alex_roche@
Email us if you have anything: yahoo.com.
iza84@hu.inter.net.
STUDIO/1-2 KAMER APT
NEED TO FIND AN APT as Young couple, hard-working
soon as possible. 22 y.o Ice- & seriously studying since 2
landic male with steady years in A’dam. We’re absoincome and looking for place lutely trustworthy & looking
that costs up to €500. Please for place to call home. 30m2+,
mail me at giu@badtem- up to €700 incl inside the
perdesign.com.
ring, with contract and regSTUDIO/ROOM WANTED istration, for 1 yr or more,
Hey, looking for living place, per direct. 06 1076 9820. Lookclose to the center of A’dam ing forward to hearing from
for longer time. Am 27 y.o. you!
working student. Place would
be mostly used as an art studio. Contact Elisabeth on 06
1426 4914 or elisabethsalmin@gmail.com.
STUDIO WANTED 30 y.o.
English designer seeks small
studio apt in A’dam. Up to
€650 incl. Contact n@catlow.biz.

ROOM/STUDIO IN ADAM
Female theatermaker/choreogr looking for home. Prefer
studio. Shared is fine as long
as privacy guaranteed. I’m
not party animal but busy &
responsible person who needs
quiet spot to zzz. Need to register. Please reply only if possible. Internet connection.
Max €400 incl. Email crimson_lily@aol.nl.
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view for rent. €350 incl utilities, internet, kitchen facilities & insurances. Telephone
Zena on 620 2044 for more
ROOM TO RENT? Looking info.
for shared accomodation, ide- ARE YOU FREELANCING?
ally near central A’dam. Am Do you work mainly from
currently teaching in UK but home? Interested in finding
plan on spending the summer shared workplace in A’dam?
in A’dam, so if you have a Get in touch with other inderoom available for the whole pendent workers with the
of Aug please call me on + same goal. Send message to
44 7971 390 249.
coworkingamsterdam@yaho
NEAR PRINSENEILAND o.com.

person flat in Leidsplein.
€300/mth. Available from end
of June. For info call 06 2165
2411.

Amazing space in woongroep,
6th fl, great view of city, 5
min bike to CS. Shared
kitchen, garden terrace, w/m,
basement, 2 bthrms with
artist couple who are mostly away. You have 4 private
rooms=76m2. €900/mth incl
phone, cable, internet, elec,
heat. Aug ‘07-July ‘08.
Patrick1919@lycos.com

OTHER SPACES
PHOTO STUDIO For amateur and professional photographers. Can also be used
as meeting or gathering
space. 100m2, €150/day. Possible to rent photo equipment. High ceilings, good,
natural light and located on
WG Plein, adjacent to Overtoom. For appointment and
more info contact D. Ingel:
06 2883 4224.

SMALL CHEAP ROOM!
Finnish girl in need of room
starting 22 June. I’m social
SHOP SPACE to rent on
HOUSING TO SHARE
and easy to get along with. I
Nieuwe Nieuwstraat 26 near
work full-time. Max €400. SHORT-TERM RENTAL Dam Square. About 75m2.
Email mijau_meedel@ Room 12m2 available. Drop by or call 673 1299 in
yahoo.com.au.
€370/mth all incl. Sharing evenings.
PLACE TO PARK? Lovely bath/shower, toilet, living SHARED OFFICE SPACE
27 y.o. lady looking to live in room, open kitchen, balcony, We are 4 freelancers sharing
A’dam. Do you have a 1- hall. In Watergraafsmeer an office on Singel Canal,
bdrm/studio apt inside the (east). Quiet and green. Con- A’dam. We’re seeking 5th perring? Then drop me a line! kio- tact Harry: 06 2297 6375.
son to make our international
rasis@hotmail.com.
ROOM TO SHARE 1 space & vibrant location complete.
FLAT WANTED Are you available in twin room, in 4- One desk space with canal

SUMMER IN SICILY! Rent
villa by the sea on coast facing Africa, very cheap prices.
Available all mths but Aug.
For 6 or 7 persons. Huge garden & veranda. Nearby visits: poetic baroque architecture, wonderful landscapes,
hiking. Unforgettable food,
very kind local people! ilfautoser@hotmail.com/+33(0)4
67 276 362.

BRITISH NATIVE Are you
British? Are you looking for
fun p/t job with fun company based in A’dam center?
Have you got few hrs/day at
least 2 days/wk available?
For at least next 4 weeks?
Than we might be a fit! Interested? Please send an email
to bmartens@guidion.nl.
OPPORTUNITY OFFERED
Our company is growing
rapidly in 19 countries & 3
continents. We are looking
for some serious people to
build a team especially in
Portugal, Poland, France &
Spain. If you are from 1 of
these countries you can react
for more details. React on
acnrene@gmail.com or call
06 2602 0136.

NATIVE EUROPEAN? If
your mother tongue is a European language and you happen to be looking for p/t job,
contact me at EuropeLanOFFICE SPACE WANTED guages@gmail.com. No sales.
Am a freelancer interested
PARTNER?
to share office space. Ideal- FUTURE
ly, I just need a small Enthusiastic about happiroom/space, no more then ness? We need creative peoapprox 20-30m2 with option ple to help organise events,
of having furniture/chairs develop new projects, write
there. Would be used main- articles and contribute to our
ly by myself, and perhaps 1 community. Become a hapother part-timer. Regards, piness partner? Visit
www.partners-inc.nl and send
Mark: 06 5214 4812.
mail to partners-inc@hotWORK OFFERED
mail.com.
ENGLISH-SPEAKING JOB
We have all the English-speaking and other foreign-language jobs from all major
employment agencies and
employers in NL on one website. www.xpatjobs.com.

MODELS WANTED Good
looking models wanted for
escort work in A’dam. Good
payment and travel to
France and Greece possible. For more information,
please contact Anna by
HAIRSTYLISTS WANTED email: barbie-escort@hotTommy’s Toko are looking for mail.com.
all round hairstylist to join our EXPERIENCED WAITRESS
creative team. Call 638 7872 wanted for summer months
or visit www.tommyztoko.nl. or longer. Green Planet look-
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ing for friendly, professional, enthusiastic person with
common sense for good service. Best veggie food, fun
crowd, nice guests, good pay!
Applications to anatol@
greenplanet.nl or pop in for
more info. Carpe diem!
www.greenplanet.nl.

man Technical Support.
Please send CV to Amsterdam@undutchables.nl or
check www.undutchables.nl.

enced and friendly French or
German speaking babysitter
in A’dam as of Sept this year.
Please get in touch!marc@fermin.fsnet.co.uk.

ELECTRICIAN WANTED,
who can repair my ceiling-fan.
Will pay good price. Call WallRuss: 06 2612 0591.
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your mind upside-down then
the right-way-up and let my
influence create for you.
www.brainstorm4business.com/06 4638 8622.

3-D DESIGNER wanted
(preferably female) to codevelop new design product
to be launched worldwide in
exchange for share in profBAR PERSONNEL WANT- its. Call 06 2263 1567.
EDBoomBar (at Boom Chica- BUSINESS LIBRARIANWe
go) hiring bar staff to start are a global consulting firm
immediately. We need one looking for f/t English-speakfull-timer to work nights and ing business librarian to join
a few part-timers for day/ter- our European research suprace shifts. Must be enthu- port center, based in A’dam.
siastic, flexible, and legal to Library/Information qualifiwork in Holland. Great, fun cations preferred. Email
workplace! Contact drew@ skim@spencerstuart.com for
boomchicago.nl or come in information.
for an application.
STAFF WANTEDEvent Org
NANNY WANTED We are Delta A’dam looking for replooking for experienced nan- resentative and multi-linny for 6 y.o. child. Preferably gual staff. We would require
native English speaker. Some your help on 28 & 29 June
housekeeping incl. Flexible for average 30 hrs. Lanhours. Please mail to jan- guages needed: Spa, D, Port,
net_d63@hotmail.com or Jap, Dan, Norw, Gr, Slov,
call 06 1771 4131.
Turk and Croat. Like to join
LOOKING 4 BABYSITTER our team? Email erik@deltaLooking for reliable, experi- amsterdam.nl.

CAFE MAX is looking for an
experienced bartender (pref
Dutch speaking) 2/3 nights
a week. We are also looking
4 kitchen staff (pref. Dutch
speaking) with experience
(f/t & p/t). Come by to fill in
application form @ Cafe Max,
Max Euweplein 12, near
chessboard. Tel 320 3272.

WORK WANTED

SCULPTOR, DESIGNER
Freelance sculpting, design,
model-making and fabrication services offered for film
and TV, exhibition, theater
and private commission such
as props, costumes, scale
models, merchandise prototypes and fine art sculpture
upon request. Please call 06
UNDUTCHABLES A'VEEN 1563 2012 or email johnGeneral ledger and Account craney@gmail.com.
receivable specialist (Judith
Engels); Credit and Collec- BABYSITTER AVAILABLE
tions speaking French Honest, patient girl available
(Morten Arstad); Account to babysit in evenings/nights
Payable speaking German in A’dam! €6/hr. Call on 06
(Christine Schroeder). Please 5554 7829!
mail amstelveen@undutch- HOUSECLEAN Realiable,
ables.nl. See for more posi- responsible and with very
tions www.undutchables.nl. good references. 06 1034 4693,
UNDUTCHABLE'S A'DAM Marlene.
looking for German Financials; Russian Secretary;
Tourist Agents all languages;
Italian or Nordic Accounts
Payable; French Dutch Sales
or Customer Service; Ger-

A PICTURE'S WORTH A
thousand words. Have a portrait done of your friend,
spouse, sibling or parent as
a birthday gift to last. Perhaps
capture a moment in your
pet’s or loved ones’ life.
Intrigued? Call 06 4648 5851
for a friendly quote.

FOR SALE
SUPER CHEAP BIKENeeds
1 brake cable and has no
lights. Has female saddle and
rides great. Nice first A’dam

bike and you can’t beat the table. Built 1928, engine
price: €20. Email simonaw- installed 2005. Price €6,000.
Call Mike 06 1556 2434 and
iegman@yahoo.com.
see www.amsterdamboatIKEA FURNITURE!Moving
club.com.
sale. Hagali bed frame + mattress, €100, good condition.
SERVICES
Sofa bed, €50. Plus various
prints & heaps of English BEST MOVING SERVICE IN
books, great condition. Con- TOWN Driver with van
tact Roy via: likeoz.enel@ (10m3) or truck (40m3) available. Plus extra moving men,
lycos.nl.
hoisting rope and elevator.
E-GUITAR STARTER- PACK Any combinations possible.
Want to start playing guitar Call Taco on 06 4486 4390,
or make someone a great pre- email info@vrachttaxi.com
sent? Complete brand new e- or check out www.vrachtguitar starter-package incl taxi.com.
amplifier, gig bag, picks, elecNEED A STUNNING WEBtronic tuner, etc for sale. Mail
SITE? Experienced web
markmann@gmx.com!
designer builds professional,
CANAL BOAT FOR SALE unique sites for very reason6m steel vlet with 6hp inboard able prices. Online links to
SABB diesl. Seats 6, with past projects available. Jor-

dan: jordangcz@yahoo.com, sultation. boutiquesmile@
06 3034 1238.
gmail.com.
XPAT PAGES Looking for
English-speaking plumber,
dentist, lawyer, etc?
www.xpatpages.com.

IRONING SERVICE Strijkaway ironing service at your
home. Visit www.strijkaway.nl
or email info@strijkaway.nl
FRIENDLY DOG WALKER or call 06 1365 3682.
With lots of experience and TAGLINE 4 UBreaking your
references able to take care business, brain searching
of your dog. Available from for an internationally
8.00 to 20.00. Also available appealing tagline, creating
evenings and vacations. Rea- company name or domain
sonable rates. Call Fred on name? Let my creative brain
06 4718 3115.
find the perfect solution.
WARNING Don’t visit any www. tagline4u.com/06 4638
dentist until you go to 8622.
www.DentistUSA.nl. Native
English- speaking General &
Cosmetic Dentist registered
in NL. Evenings & weekends
also. Free Oral-B Pulsar toothbrush with Cosmetic con-

BRAINSTORM4 BUSINESS
A breath of fresh thinking
air-blows into your business,
no longer stuck for creative
ideas. Are you stuck for creative business ideas? Turn

WEBSITES & BROCHURES
Do you need a professional
website or brochure? Experience and creativity at reasonable price. Ask for examples to ramiro@re-type.com.

CUSTOM TEXTILES Customised, hand-made curtains,
cushions and home-textiles
from your choice of fabrics.
Don’t know what fabric you’d
like? I can provide ideas and
swatches. 10 years experience
with home-decor and textiles
in Hollywood, CA. email sugPET-SITTER A'DAM Furry
arcolt@hotmail.com.
Friends Care. Pet-sitter available for taking care of your BRAZILIAN WAXINGBritish
cat while you’re away, or walk- Beauty Therapist. 30 yrs expeing your dog if you are just rience, CIDESCO, BABTAC
too busy for it. For more infor- ANBOS, laser electrolysis,
mation: www.furryfriend- P8N8 Skin Therapy Centre:
scare.tripod.com or call 06 acne/rejuvenation/cleanse
5220 5541. Love & attention Linda Young Aesethetics.
for your pet, also when you’re New address: Eerste Jan
Steenstraat 109 in De Pijp.
away.
Contact 06 4079 9921 or visCORPORATE COACHING
it www.lindayoungaesthetElevate your voice to the next
ics.com.
level of inspirational speaking. Fine-tune your speaking HOUSEKEEPING & NANand presentation skills. I offer NY Friendly young woman
group and personal public with au pair experience and
speaking coaching. Check pedagogy degree available
out: www.corporatespeak- to babysit and houseclean
er.eu, Martyn Claybrough, also on weekends and
corporate speaker. Call 06 evenings. Portuguese and
English spoken. For per4638 8622.
sonal information and spePIRATE THEME PARTY
cial arrangements call
Captain Sam’s Pirate AdvenDaniela on 06 1126 2363.
ture with map, treasure hunt
and real loot. Pirate puppet BUSINESS ADVICEAre you
show, juggling, pirate story thinking about starting your
time and lots of pirate toys, own business? Do you have
pirate stickers and pirate tat- a company but administratoos. The most fun your lit- tion and papers are not your
tle pirate will ever have. Age thing? Do you need a business
4 and older. For details e- plan, labour from abroad, to
mail:
captainsamspi- buy real estate or moving
abroad? Call Tulipany for
rateparty@yahoo.com .
advice on 06 10218271, email
CLEANING SERVICES!
info@tulipany.nl or go to
Experienced and friendly girl
www.tulipany.nl!
looking for cleaning and ironing positions in A’dam! €10/hr.
HEALTH & WELLNESS
Contact 06 5554 7829!
ACUPUNCTUREAt the ChiSKILLFUL & CHEAP! nese Acupunctuur Praktijk
Responsible and experienced Amsterdam you will get medhandyman available for boat ical acupuncture, a therapy
renovation (painting etc) in following orthodox medical
and around A’dam! For more diagnosis by John Lie-MD
information contact Andrew LAc. Please contact us at 600
on 06 2872 8487!
6730. Email praktijk@chineseacupunctuurpraktijk.nl
WWW.DENTISTUSA.NL
Typical American & a whole to make an appt or visit our
www.chinelot more. Email bou- website:
seacupunctuurpraktijk.nl.
tiquesmile@gmail.com.
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EMS BODYFORMER Easy,
safe and fastest way to reduce
cms on body, and with no yoyo effect. Contact 06 5576
7491 or check www.creativebeauty.nl in Westerpark.
OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS Do you have a problem with food? Maybe we can
help. English-speaking
Overeaters Anonymous meetings: Tues 19.00, 3de Hugo
de Grootstraat 5. Thur 20.00,
Nieuwezijds Voorburgwal
282A. For more info call 06
4874 9590.

CORPORATE YOGA For
stress-relief, improved
breathing technique and
relaxation in the workplace.
Highly-qualified and experienced Hatha Yoga teacher
and breathing (adem) therapist. For info go to
www.acornconsultancy.nl or
call 679 8753 or 06 2214 3030.

MOTIVATION COACHING
Organise and focus your life.
Decisive, supportive and energetic action. Gain perspective and focus in the first session. Call for appt: 06 5080
CRYING OUT LOUD Prob- 5589. Create positive changes
lems? Lost? Unhappy? Know I will help you prioritise and
not what to do? Consult three get moving!
times round the world motiMASSAGE
vational metaphysician Jack
Milton. €30/hr Tel. 06 1488 TANTRA MASSAGETantric
massage is a sacred sensual
9377.
massage created to arouse,
FREE BIODANZAOnly free
circulate and increase sexuto new people! 19 June from
al energy throughout your
19.45-21.30, Overtoom 363.
To realise the dream of Bio- entire body. www.whitelodanza to let the whole world tuseast.com. Select ‘Goddance together! Information desses Europe’ Amsterdam.
Shanti
on
and register call 774 5930. Contact
Shanti.TantraCoach@gmail.
ALEXANDRE TECHNIQUE com/06 4277 3290.
Call for a free try-out lesson:
624 3015. Check www.at- VIETNAMESE MASSAGE
Treat yourself to a moment
works.nl.
of complete relaxation and
SOUND HEALING Alles
let our therapists pamper you
bestaat uit energie-vibraties.
with traditional Vietnamese
De
trillingen
van
Klankschalen dringen door massage. Also weekends and
www.chinetot de diepere lagen van het evenings.
Bewustzijn. Levensenergie seacupunctuurpraktijk.nl.
(Prana) wordt gestimuleerd
en zelfhelende krachten worden geactiveerd. www.gipsygoddess.nl.
LIFE IS FOREVER CHANGING Nothing is permanent.
Let me help you let go of what
was, accept what is, and work
on what could be. You are a
unique individual whose
needs will be respected. CarolWhite@planet.nlmember
of British Association of Counsellors and Psychotherapists.
Call 06 3856 7510.
HEALINGFor stress-release
and deep relaxation, with Ajit
Kaur Sandhu, a highly experienced healer and reiki master. Also gives reiki and Magnified Healing courses. For
more information call 679
8753 or 06 2214 3030. Email
ajit@acornconsultancy.nl.
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HOT STONE MASSAGECertified masseuse gives Hot
Stone Holistic massage. Perfect combination of deep-tissue massage, chacra healing
and aromatherapy. Fridays
and Saturdays. €45/hr. Please
visit www.karunika.nl.
MASSAGE SOUL DANCING
Massage to feel whole again.
Especially for women.
€37.50/hr. Check www.souldancing.nl.
AUTHENTIC THAI MASSAGE Please visit www.TimeForThaiMassage.com for
more info.
THE ART OF THAI MASSAGE for stress-release. The
art of reflexology feet and
hands massage. For more
info visit www.kentui.com or
call 06 4514 1329.

and to know all about playing
the guitar. The lessons can be
given at one of the CVA rooms.
First lesson is free! All you
need to do is call 06 1456 4950.
Or email rdt_eitan@hotmail.com. Ethan.

Certified teacher with 17 yrs
experience. Prices for
HOUSE RENOVATIONS!Do series/flexible rates. Call Jen
you need cost-effective and at 668 4239.
high-quality full house renGUITAR LESSONS Learn
ovation? Professional expeand improve to play guitar,
rience and good references.
from beginners to advanced
Online links to past projects.
students up to conservatory
Contact 331 6550 or 06 4451
preparation, classical and
7410 or karol-rajczyk@hottango, acoustic and electric,
mail.com or visit www.renoindividual lessons, tailored
bouw.nl.
to your needs, near De Pijp
PAINTING/FLOORINGYou 06 1480 7029.
buy the materials and I’ll do
BELLY DANCE WORKthe work! Realistically good
SHOP2-hr workshop on Sun
prices, clean and fast work!
24 June. An enjoyable jourCall 06 4514 1329 or email
ney through different techlasherio@hotmmail.com.
niques-isolations, articulations, shimmy, traveling in
COMPUTERS
space & dance phrases. Focus
PC HOUSE DOCTOR Spe- on body posture & personal
cialised in virus/spyware expression in the dance.
removal, h/w, s/w repair, data Using different Oriental
recovery, wireless, cable/ rhythms. Interested please
ADSL installation and com- email ificouldreachu@
puter lessons from friendly gmail.com.
and experienced Microsoft
professional for reasonable GUITAR LESSONS Looking
price. Contact Mario 06 1644 for a guitar teacher? Now it’s
your chance to have lessons
8230.
and to know all about playing the guitar. The lessons
COURSES
can be given at one of the CVA
IYENGAR YOGA CLASSES rooms. First lesson is free! All
with certified Iyengar yoga you need to do is call 061 456
teacher Cristina Libanori, 4950 or email rdt_eitan@hotTues 19.30-21.00 at Training mail.com. Ethan
Centrum, Europaplein 127
PUBLIC
SPEAKING
near RAI. Tram 4 (stop DinWORKSHOPcentered on
telstraat). €10/class; with 10your speaking needs. I have
card yoga strippenkaart 15 years experience and it
€9/class. Indiv therapeutic will be freshly squeezed into
classes arranged by appt at 3 hrs on 20 June at ABC Tree€20/hr. cristina@the-wheel- house 19.00-22.00. For more
of-yoga.com/773 5307.
info visit www.thespeaker.eu,
YOGA HOME CLASSESPri- Martyn, or call 06 4638 8622.
vate lessons adapted to your SUMMER WORKSHOPS
needs, injuries, imbalances. Drawing and painting work-

HOME IMPROVEMENT

shops by professional artist,
various techniques, all styles.
For info call 681
3067/joneiselin@hetnet.nl.

tor. All levels welcome. Informal & inexpensive. Info:
jehrlichnl@hotmail.com, 486
1037.

LANGUAGES

GEZELLIG DUTCH LEREN
Totally experienced and certified teacher near metro
Wibaut. €40 for 2 hrs, 1x/wk.
Conversation and/or writing.
Private. Mail me: amstelberg@hotmail.com.

FIRST STEPS IN DUTCH
Enroll in very special 2-wk
summer course everyday
Dutch for beginners. Lively
course in heart of A’dam with
opportunity to practice a lot.
DUTCH LESSONS A'DAM
www.glossa.nl.
Improve conversation/proLEARN DUTCH 1 ON 1Still fessional purpose/studnot found the right environ- ies/NT2. Also online. Min
ment for learning Dutch? Try individual rate €15/hr. Adults
us-C & C Language Support. & children. Also intensive
Lessons in relaxed atmo- courses. Min intensive: 15
sphere, for individuals and hrs=€215.55. Mon-Sun.
small groups. Concentration 10.00-21.00. http://home.tison practical use and conver- cali.nl/ stylusphant/indexsation. For details, visit dutch.html, excellentwww.lasu.nl.
dutch@hotmail.com or call
LEARN SPANISH! Do you 06 3612 2870.
want to learn or improve your INTENSIVE
DUTCH
Spanish with professional COURSES.Do you really want
native? Speaking, grammar, to learn Dutch? Follow an
etc. What you want! Private intensive course at Joost Weet
€20 and group €15 each. (2- Het! Fun classes and empha3). Phone 06 4384 5642. Y sis on conversation. Prepare
habla español!
your exams here. Classes 4x4
SPANISH 4 NEDERLANDS hours p/wk. 3,4 and 8 weeks
Do you need to practice your courses. Visit http://
Spanish? I need to practice www.joostweethet.nl or email
conversation in Nederlands. info@joostweethet.nl or call
What about chatting 1 hour 420 8146.
in Spanish and 1 in NederMUSICIANS
lands? Interested? Mail to
SAXOPHONE LESSONS
sinserif@hotmail.com.
Would you like to learn to
ENGLISH PRACTICEGroup
playing the saxophone? Trymeets weekly in centrum.
out lesson for free. Years of
Focus on grammar, vocabuexperience. Mail to t.vanlary, pronunciation, & fluendengeest@ahk.nl.
cy, through drills, exercises,
improvisations, discussions GUITAR LESSONS Looking
& more. Led by experienced, for a guitar teacher? Now it’s
native-speaking EFL instruc- your chance to have lessons

http://www.melkweg.nl/.

PAINT NEEDEDIf you have
any old house paint that is taking up room then let me take
it off of your hands. Am artist
who uses normal house paint
to work with and will gladly
take any old, used or unwantPERSONALS
ed cans of paint from you.
DATE WANTED! Young 37 Email atlas_shrugged1@hoty.o. man, 1.74m, 75k. Green mail.com.
eyes, white skin, sexy body,
GET RID OF YOUR BOAT
looking for date with ladies
Looking for small boat in any
over 40, fat body. Interestconditions to get for free.
ed? Call me for a cup of tea
Contact
malami22@
at 06 2334 9502. Marks.
gmail.com.
GETPHYSICALNice boy, Eric,
WANTED: ECCENTRIC
35+, good looking, living in
Dutch millionare to finance
A’dam looking for mistress for
outrageous Canadian rock
longer times or passionate
band. www.whitecowbell.
one-nighter. No strings, no
com. Contact +1 416 516 8354
claims. First contact by text
or iangoodhue@yahoo.com.
message on 06 4678 8736 or
ARE YOU AMERICAN?Join
email ericall@excite.com
the fun with like-minded
THREESOME Attractive,
Americans at Democrats
thin, 30-something couple
Abroad, the official Demolooking for friendly good lookcratic Party organization for
ing lady or gentleman for
millions of Americans living
threesome on 15 or 16 June.
overseas. With monthly Dem
Send foto and a bit about Drinks, discussions, issue
yourself to hotfunamster- groups, and other activities.
dam@hotmail.com.
Go to www.democratsabroad.
LOOKING FOR SEX DATE nl and click “join”.
Very beautiful Arab boy with CIRCLE OF JUST BEING
sporty body. Well hung (XXL), Higher intelligence and spiractive, horny, hairy. Looking ituality amount to the same
for sex date with gentlemen thing as both seek enlightonly. Clean, secret. Call Salal enment in pursuit of purpose
on 06 4392 4445.
and are therefore compatible
to being moulded into someANNOUNCEMENTS
thing much greater than the
DAVE DOBBYN MELKWEG two separate parts. Contact
Dave Dobbyn performing in perpetualpond@ yahoo.com.
Holland for the first time. Sat PSYCHIC MURAL Need a
30 June in the oude zaal in sanctuary to find peace of
the Melkweg, A’dam. Pre- mind? Then protect your
show starts at 19.30. health and home from negahttp://www.davedobbyn.co.nz tive emanations with a per/ General admission €20. sonal symbol of psychic prohttp://www.ticketmaster.nl/ tection on your wall. Jack: 06
or directly with Melkweg: 1410 3234.

